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Local CASA
receives VOCA
grant to fund
volunteer training
By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
Court Appointed SpeLial
Advocates(CASA)of Calloway
and Marshall counties has
received a.'more than $14,000
Victims of Crime Act (VOCA)
grant to fund volunteer training
and victim representation.
The grant requires a 50/50
match in the first year, and an
80/20 match in subsequent
years of renewal. CASA
Director Racquet Strickland
says that she is excited about
receiving this recurring grant
money.
"It's really a great opportunity
for us," said Strickland. "It's
just that times are tight.
Everybody is cutting back, so
we're making sure that we can
keep it because it's consistent
funding on top of all the
fundraising that we do."
The board of directors are
helping with fundraising for the
match, said Strickland. CASA is
seeking help from individuals,
organizations and corporations
to meet the grant match. The
organization also hopes to contribute to the effort with the
funds raised at the annual
_CASA_batiqueLstat.._
ed Strickland. The b'anquet is
scheduled for Dec. 3.
Strickland says it is sometimes hard for the organization
to raise funds because people
want to see their money going
directly to children. '
"But what we're doing is providing advocacy, trained advocates in court for these children,
and that's where these dollars
are going," said Strickland.
CASAs are volunteers who
represent child victims of abuse
kuid neglect in the court system.
Advocates visit with children

•See Page 10A

WEATHER

Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 71. South wind
between 7 and 14 mph.
Wednesday Night: A 70 percent chance of "SheWers—and
'possibly a thunderstorm after 1
a.m. Increasing Clouds, with a
low around 47. South wind
between 9 and 13 mph.
Thursday: A 50 percent
chance of showers. Cloudy, with
a high near 54. South wind 11 to
15 mph becoming- west northwest.
Thursday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 43.
North northwest wind between
6 and 10 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 59. North northeast
wind around 6 mph.
Friday Night: Mostly clear.
with a low around 44 East wind
around 5 mph
Saturday: Sunny. with a high
near 66. South southeast wind
between 6 and 10 mph.
Saturday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 50.
South wind around 10 mph.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
.
Staff Writer
he Murray-Calloway United Way's current fundraising campaign has a long way
to go before its Dec. 15 deadline, but it is
well on its way, the organization said this week.
Aaron Dail, director of resource development,
said he has recently been visiting local compa;
nies and businesses making presentations to
employees to encourage them to contribute to
the campaign by signing up for payroll deductions. He said United Way •planned to make
these pitches to 44 businesses, and he has met
with 17 so far: He added that some of the busi-

T
Dail

Murray, KY 42071

nesses would be making corporate donations
instead of offering payroll deductions.
Dail said he was still waiting to hear reports
from most of the participating businesses on
how much they had raised. As of Tuesday,
$79,067 has been reported, but .he expected to
hear from more businesses in the coming weeks,
he said. This year's campaign goal is $290,000.
"It really is up to the company how fast they
can turn it around," Dail said. "We try to work
with them on deadlines,- but ultimately, some of
the corporate locations have to run through other
channels outside of our community."
Dail said he would be making presentations to

several businesses a week in the next month.
said that while the goal is to have the fundraising campaign wrapped up by Dec, 15, United
Way's fiscal year would not end until March, sq
any money reported until then would be added
to the total.
Dail said 32 businesses contributed to the campaign last year and that he had been pleased widg
employee donations.
"We're always pleased with anything we
but at the same time, we've seen a number
local businesses really push employee gi

•See Page 2A

Manning: Report contains
some good job growth news

ANGIE HATTON / Ledger & Times
CONCERT FOR JAPAN: The Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble
raised money Tuesday night for Japan with the annual President's Concert at Lovett
Auditorium. Money raised from the event will go toward ongoing relief efforts in Tohuko,
Japan, the area' most affected by the earthquake in March.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Almost 60 percent of
,Kentucky manufacturers polled
for - the
2011
Annual
Manufacturing
Wage
and
Benefits Survey said they are
planning to hire up to 19
employees with technical training in 2012 - up 1 percent from
last year.
The report, released Monday,
was sponsored by the Kentucky
Education and Workforce
Development
Cabinet's
Department of Workforce
Investment, and the Kentucky
Association of Manufacturers.
Employee positions included
made an annual salary of
$48,609 in 2011 and 98 percent
of the companies that participat-

ed offer health insurance to their
employees.
KAM president and CEO
Greg Higdon said compensation
with competitive wages and
benefits are the way manufacturers attract and retain highlyskilled workers needed in a marketplace that increasingly
demands a higher degree of
technical education.
"KAM's 2011 Wage and
Benefits reports- confirm once
again that more Kentuckians
should obtain the appropriate
technical education to secure
one of these great employment
opportunities in manufacturing," Higdon said.
Although the prinuiry focus of

•See Page 2A

CFO Parks: MCCH signs contract with WellCare
By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
has signed a Medicaid Manage Care'
contract with WellCare of Kentucky.
MCCH Chief Financial Officer Vicki
Parks said the 'one-year contract was
signed Friday. It went into effect
Tuesday.
"I think WellCare will be a good partner for us," said Parks. "We chose them
bechse we felt like the administrative
requirements of their plan were not as
cumbersome as some of the other
(MCO) plans. They did not require as

-.
many services to be pre-authorized."
ed.
Parks said the hospital will evaluate
Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear
over the next 60-90 days on whether to announced Monday that the Centers for
sign with one or both of the other two Medicaid and Medicare Services had
organizations tapped to provide approved the state's new Medicaid
Medicaid services in the common- Managed Care Organization(-MCO)netwealth. All three plans are vastly differ- Work.
ent in their administrative procedures, ' -This approval means that Kentucky
which makes managing them at one hos- has succeSSfully completed the required
pital very difficult, Parks said. Parks readiness reviews—J., said .Cabinet for
speculated that it is unlikely MCCH Health and Family Services (CHFS)
would sign with all three. If MCCH Secretary Janie Miller."CMS is satisfied
signs- with another company,the hospital that the managed care organizations
will need to hire additional staff to cover have established adequate provider netthe administrative mreqce% Parks
ks tu serve the approximately

New,signs point to a
Syria-Pakistan nuke tie
By DESMOND BUTLER
and GEORGE JAHN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) —
U.N. investigators have identi.fled a preyiously unknown
complex in Syria that bolsters
suspicions that the Syrian.government %trorked with A.Q.
Khan, the father of Pakistan's
atomic bomb, to acquire technology that could make
nuclear arms.
The buildings in northwest
Syria closely match the design
of a uranium enrichment plant
provided to Libya when.
Moammar Gadlfafi was trying
to build nuclear weapons
under Khan's guidance, officials told The Associated
Press.

The U.N.'s International
Atomic Energy Agency also
has obtained correspondence
between Khan and a Syrian
government official, Muhidin
Issa, who proposed scientific
cooperation and a visit to
Khan's laboratories following
Pakistan's successful nuclear
test in 1998.
The complex, in the city of
Al-Hasakah, now appears to
be a cotton-spinning plant, and
investigators have found no
sign that it was ever used for
nuclear production. But given
Israeli
that
warplanes
destroyed a suspected plutonium production reactor in Syria
in 2007, the unlikely coinci-

II See Page 10A
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560,000 individuals who will soon beg&
receiving their health care coveragi
through a managed care delivery'
model."
Around 11 percent of the volume or
gross revenue at MCCH is fro*
Medicaid services, according to Parks."
"We know that this transition will be
difficult for our patients but we are cornMined to working through the issues to
deliver the care they need," said Parks.
In July, the Governor office announced

II See Page 2A
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ANGIE HATTON / Ledger & Times
GRAND OPENING:A large crowd turned out Tuesday afternoon for An open house
and reception for the grand opening of the CFSB branch in Murray. The branch has been
in Murray for over two years, but work on a modem, permanent building has recently been
completed.
Cite
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From Front
the report is on
wage and benefits
in
Kentucky
manufacturing,
Murray Calloway
County
Economic
Development
Corporation
President Mark
Manning said it includes some
good news about job growth in
Kentucky.
"There is some cause for optimism with a large number of
companies showing plans to
hire in the coming months."
Manning said. "I would also
note that this is a very slight
increase over last year.
Manufacturing jobs tend to be
good jobs with good wages and
benefits."
About 89 percent of companies surveyed offer insurance to
employee family members as
well. Questions about benefits
showed that 68 percent of the
companies provide nine or more
paid holidays per year and 51
percent provide an annual
GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times
LOG TRUCK CRASH: Emergency services personnel were called to the scene of a vehicle crash involving a log truck before bonus.
Fifty-four percent of manufacdawn on Tuesday at a site an KY 80 just west of the Calloway County and Graves County line. According to Keith Todd, public information officer for the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet's District One and District Two, both lanes of traffic were blocked turers surveyed emphasized
for several hours. Westbound lanes were opened first with the eastbound lanes remaining closed for approximately two addi- training in "green" practices that
tional hours. During that time traffic was rerouted along KY 121 Logs were scattered across the roadway as a result of the would enhance chances of getting hired. "Green- practices
accident. No other information was immediately available from law enforcement officials.
were listed as those reducing
energy - use. producing env ironMike Rust said the plan puts undue
mentally-friendly products the
burden on hospitals to cover the
fight pollution, conserving natural resources and being more
Medicaid shortfall. Rust added that
he said. -It really does depend
From Front
From Front
cost
effective. New green prodon employee base. So if the
the MCO's also mean the number of
aro employee philanthropy. company .downsized., that that Kentucky had contracted with
ucts are being developed-by 25
procedure denials under Medicaid
whether it's to United Way or
percent of the companies suralways has an effect, or if three new managed care organizit
veyed.
volunteering with One of our
tions(14C0s)to provide health care will likely increase.
there's changes going on within
"This study represents data
groups or any of the partners
services to Medicaid recipients
Medicaid members who reside in
the organization, that could
statewide. The organizations are institutional settings and in waivers, collected from 228 companies
' that we work with. So we've
potentially affect the giving WellCare. Coventry .Cares
in Kentucky," said Beth Brinly,
definitely seen an increase in
of
level.
But for the most 'part. Kentucky and Kentucky Spirit that serve as alternatives to institucommissioner
the
of
support across the board.Department of Workforce
• Although the • amount of we've seen campaigns usually Heath Plan. The state also renewed tional care, will continue to receive
Investment. "It gives us a valumoney raised by each participat- stay right at the same level or its annual contract. with Passport, services through the Kentucky
ing business varies somewhat improve. We have had some that which provides services to Department of Medicaid Se'rvices. able snapshot of what is happening and shows that manufacturfrom year, Dail said it usually have gone down, but that is due Jefferson County ,and 15 surroundaccording to the Governor's office. • ers looking to rebound from the
ing
counties.
to employee loss or downsizdoes not decrease.
Patients not happy with the MCO
recession - are 'facing higher
The move is designed to save
"It does go down sometimes," ing.demand
Tor kieener products
$1.3 billion over three years. they chose or were assigned have
and•seeking to save money by
However, -the Kentucky Hospital 90 days from Nov. 1 to change their
consuming less energy and reAssociation has been critical Of the
plan. For More information on the
using materials."
Read the Want Ads Daily
plan. Skaking to the MCCH Board
Manning said he was a little
of Trustees in October. Kentucky new system. visit v. ww.medicconcerned about the "green"
Hospital Association President aidinc.ky.gov.

•MCCH...

focus in the report.
"When they say that 54 of
companies are emphasizing
training for 'green' jobs, things
are never quite clear cut,"
Manning said. "To my knowledge. no one has really defined
what a 'green' job is. Is a job
making Windows at Pella a
'green' job? I would suspect
that it is because their windows
tend to be energy efficient. 1_
would also argue that the small
gasoline engines made in
Murray are 'green' in that they
are much more efficient than
engines made heretofore. Many
in the 'green' world would deny
this vociferously. Bottom line is
that what makes a job 'green' is
in the eye Of the colorblind
beholder."
However jobs matter and the
report should be. received as
good news, Manning said.
"At the end of the day,- KAM
wants people to know that manufacturing jobs matter and they
certainly do," he said. "Without
manufacturing and advanced
manufacturing, we slowly
become a nation of-consumers
with no ability to produce. Not a
nice place to be.Companies were also asked
about hiring temporary workers.
About 67 percent of the employers currently use temporary staff
as compared to 69 percent in the
last report and,40 percent plan
to maintain current levels.
IQS Research of Louisville
collaborated with KAM on the
development of the survey.
They were joined by the
.Kentucky
Career
Center.
Blue
Anthem
Cross-Blue
Shield, Northwest Kentucky._
Forward, Northern Kentucky
Economic
Tr -County
Development.
Northern
Chamber
Kentucky
of
Commerce. Bowling Green
Area Chamber of Commerce.
Central
South
Kentucky •
Regional
Economic
Development Partnership and
Greater Louisville. Inc..
About 214.700 Kentuckian
were employed in manufacturing as of August: according
the Department of Worktoft.
Investment officials. For mope
information about the report. go
online to the
Kentucky
Association of Manufacturers
website at +www.KAM.us.com
or call i.502) 352-2485.
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FALL FESTIVAL: Faculty and staff at the Murray State University Bookstore dressed up for
the recent Fall Festival in the MSU Curns Center

Hillary Clinton's mother dies at 92
WASHINGTON (AP) — Dorothy Rodham, mother of Secretary of
State Hillary Rodham Clinton and former President Bill Clinton's
mother-in-law, died Tuesday at age 92 after an illness.
The family said Rodham died shortly after midnight, surrounded by
her family in Washington.
•
The secretary of state cancelled a planned trip to London and Istanbul
to be at her mother's side.
Dorothy Rodham was a witness to her daughter's political victories
and defeats. She avoided the spotlight and rarely gave interviews about
herself or her daughter and son-in-law, the former president.
A notable exception was her daughter's 2008 bid for the Democratic
nomination for president. She appeared with her daughter in primary
states, particularly at events focusing on women's issues.
As Clinton battled.Barack Obama for the nomination in April 2008.
Rodham joined her daughter and granddaughter at a campaign event at
Haverford College, Pa. Then 88, Rodham didn't speak at the event, but
Hillary Clinton noted that her mother lived with her and "always has a
lot of great ideas about what we need to be doing," drawing chuckles
from the audience.
When Clinton ended her campaign during a speech in June 2008 at
Washington's National Building Museum, her mother watched from off
stage and wiped a tear as Clinton conceded the nomination to Obama.
The following February, Rodham was on hand as her daughter was
sworn in as Obama's secretary of state.
Dorothy Howell Rodham was born in Chicago in 1919, the daughter
of a city firefighter. In her autobiography, "Living History," Hillary
Clinton described her mother's childhood as lonely and loveless.
The Howells shuttled Dorothy and her younger sister. Isabelle.
among relatives and schools. She was 8 when her parents divorced in
1927 and she was sent with her sister to live with their paternal grandparents in Alhambra, Calif.
Rodham left her grandparents' home at 14 when she found room and
board as a mother's helper tn another family. After graduating from
high school, she returned to Chicago on her mother's promise of helping to pay for a college education if she lived with her and her new husband. After that promise was unfulfilled, Rodham supported herself
with a job in an office.
The Clinton family plans a private memorial service for Rodham.
Clinton has often credited her mother with inspiring her, saying
Rodham overcame adversity and abandonment in her own early life.

Watching
the Weather
— with Justin Holland
Low temperature of 33
degrees recorded on October
29.
••••
Justin Holland, official government weather observer for
Murray, reported that,the high
temperature for the month was
84 degrees on October 16 and
the low temperature for the
month was 33 degrees on
October 29. Average temperatures for the month were a high
of 70 degrees • which was one
degree below normal and a low"
of 47 degrees which was normal.
Thunder was reported on
October 18. Fog was observed
on October 12. Frost was
observed on October 21, 22, 29
and 30. The highest wind gust
reported was 27 mph on
October 14.
Precipitation of 1.79 inches
Was listed for the month. This
was .08" October 12. .07 inch
October. 13. .46 inch October
18, .12 inch October 19, .03
inch October 26, .83 inch
October 27 and .20 inch
October 28. The normal precipitation for October is 3.96 inches.
The weather outlook for
November calls for above normal temperatures and below
normal precipitation.
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Gov't is shrinking,
willing or not
AP NEWS ANALYSIS
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By TOM RAUM
WASHINGTON (AP) — the economy around. This has
Conservative Republicans have been driven home in every one
long. clamored for government of the frequent Republican presdownsizing. They're starting to idential debates, and is certain
get it — by default.
to become even more intense
Crippled by • plunging tax as the GOP field narrows.
revenues, state and local govNo sitting president since
ernments have shed over a half Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1936
million jobs since the reces- and 1940 has been elected_with
sion began in December 2007. the unemployment rate as high
And, after adding jobs early as it stands today — hoverin the downturn, the federal ing near or above 9 percent
government is now cutting them for more than two years. In
as well.
1936, the tate, was 17 percent
States cut 49,000 jobs over and in 1940, 15 percent, but
the past year. and localities then it was on a downward trend
210,000,-according to an analy- from over 24 percent earlier
sis of Labor Department sta- in the Great Depression.
tistics. There are 30,000 fewer
Ronald Reagan's durable
federal workers now than a 1980 campaign slogan that govyear ago — including 5,300 ernment "is not the solution
U.S. Postal Service jobs can- to our problem, government is
celed last month.
the problem" is a cherished
By contrast, private-sector GOP refrain. Most recently, it's
jobs have increased by 1,6 mil- been echoed in tea party calls
lion over the past 12 months. for smaller government.
But the state, local and federYet • the federal bureaucracy
al job losses have become a grew by leaps and bounds durdrag on efforts. to nudge the ing Reagan's eight years in
nation's unemployment rate office — and under every
down from its painfully high Republican and Democratic
9.1 percent.
president since.
The economy has been
Reagan-inspired conservaexpanding, at least modestly, tive visions of smaller gov'since the middle of 2009. And ernment are usually premised
state and local governments on deep spending cuts, low
are usually engines of job taxes, and program eliminagrowth during recoveries. But tions. All current GOP presinot now, said economist Heidi, dential contenders' have subShiertiolz of the labor-aligned scribed to this line, as have GOP
Economic Policy Institute.
congressional leaders:
"The public sector didn't start
The recession-forced shrinkto lose jobs right away. But age of state, local and federthen it did as the budget crunch al workforces — even as the
'really hit. State governments are. federal debt continues to swell
not allowed to run deficits. So — is not exactly what tea
the private sector is expand- party activists and other fiscal
ing while the public sector is conservatives had in 'mind.
-shedding jobs — to the tune
Cities and counties are hamof 35,000 jobs a 'month," she pered by lower property tax revsaid.
enue because of collapsing real
President Barack Obama estate values. States are hurt
sought to ease the crunch by by lower income and sales tax
including $35 billion to pre- revenue because of the deep
vent layoffs of police, fire- recession and stubborn unemfighters and teachers in his $447 ployment.
billion jobs package. But that
• The National Association of
big bill hit a GOP wall in State Budget Officers says
Congress. Efforts to pass what states were able to sustain
Obama called
"bite-sized spending growth through 2010
pieces" of the big bill have principally with federal stimustalled, too. Republicans don't lus money. But it has since dried
want to swallow them, regard- up. The loss of the federal
less the serving size. Senate stimulus "combined with a slow
Republicans blocked the $35 recovery in state revenue colbillion installment late last week lections will continue The tight
when Democratic leaders called resource environment for states
it up as stand-alone legisla- in fiscal 2012," reports the
- Lion. The dynamic is already association.
reverberating through the gathEconomists suggest roughering presidential campaign ly 200,000 new jobs a mnth
cycle, with Republicans mak- — or 2.4 million a year —
ing an issue out what they depict are needed to significantly
as Obama's inability to turn lower the jobless rate.
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The Civil War in Kentucky
For the next four years, we
citizens in the United States
will remember in various ways
and in numerous venues the
American Civil War.
The war raged from 1861
to 1865, so 2011 to 2015 represents the conflict's sesquicentennial or .150th anniversary.
This will be in no way a
celebration,of course, but it will
be a remembrance. As Shelby Foote, the late, great Civil
War historian and novelist, put
it in an interview. during Ken
Burns' poignant Civil War documentary, 'The Civil War was
the crossroads in our nation's
being. . . . And it was a helluva crossroads.Sonya Gabrielle Baker, the
Assistant Dean of Murray
State's College of Humanities
and Fine Arts, a member of
the university's Department of
Music, and a soprano whose
voice will at once break /our
heart and lift you up in ToY,
recently asked me to join colleagues in the Department. of
Music and Department of Theatre in a program of remembrance of the Civil War on
our campus.
To say the least, I felt intimidated to even appear on the
Performing Arts Hall stage with
Baker, and the other vocalists:

Randall Black, tenor, Tana
Field, mezzo-soprano, and
Christopher Mitchell, bass-baritone;
the superb pianist,
Angela Wu; Daryl Phillipy,
an actor from he Department
of Theatre; and student fiddler, Gracie Wallace.
For my part, I wrote a
brief narrative about the Civil
War in Kentucky that 1 read
in parts during the program.
If nothing else, I think my
readings allowed the audience
members-to catch their breaths
between what were truly breathtaking musical and dramatic
performances.
Unfortunately, it would be
impossible to reproduce those
performances here in this
"Home and Away" column, but
I thought I could at least share
with you in several installments, the brief narrative of
"The Civil War in Kentucky."
So, let us remember.
Perhaps the division -sand
heartache of the Civil War as
more evident in Kentucky than
in any other state.
Coveted by both sides, the
Commonwealth identified with
the South as a slave state and
with the North with its strong
stand for union.
Confederat;e John Mosby
said, "1 always understood that
we went to war on account of

the thing we
quarreled
with
the
North about.
I never heard
of any other
cause of that
quarrel than
slavery."
Yet,
in
1850
the
state
had Home and
emblazoned
Away
on the WashBy James
ington Mein- Duane Bolin
ument the Ledger & Times
words:
Columnist
"Under the
auspices -of heaven and the
precepts of Washington, Kentucky will be the last to give
up the union."
With the firing on Fort
Sumter in April, 1861, and
President Lincoln's call for
troops, Beriah Magoffin, Kentucky's pro-southern governor
deotated, "I say emphatically.
Kentucky will furnish no troops
for the wicked purpose of subduing her sister southern states."
But with a pro-union legislature, as state after state left
the
Union,
Kentucky
remained—divided, confused,
uncertain—but still in the
Union.
• President Lincoln certainly recognized the importance

of the land of his birth. "I
think to lose Kentucky is nearly the same as to lose the
whole game," he said. And
art abolitionist stated it even
more succinctly: "Mr. Lincoln would like to have God
011 his side, but he must have
Kentucky.Thus divided. Kentuck)
officially declared neutrality in
May, 1861. or as one Kentucky lawyer put it, "Myi native
state . . solemnly voted to
take -neither side in the Civil
war , . . and maintained her
consistency : . by taking
both." Both sides sought troops
here; both set up recruitin
stations in or near the state
But as much as Kentucky is
viewed by some as a southern state, over 100,0(X) Kentuckians (23,(X0 African Americans among them) wore Union
Blue, and no more than 40,0(()
fought in Confederate Gray.
Please return to "Home and
Away" next week as we continue the saga'of Kentucky in
the Civil War.
Duane Bolin, who had ance.storvvho fought in Union Blue
and Confederate Gray, teaches in the Department of History at Murray State University.
Contact
him
at

January 28 to March 10, 2012. and famous
Page after page of'Tiger Tales". prezle."
features stories about all sorts Nathan's
of travel, from those calculat- travel piece
ed in miles to those measured is a good
in heartbeats.
cxample of
Isolde Menchinger, age 5, how
the
illustrated a trip to the zoo, young writwith a cheerful sun shining ers
are
down on a happy family. Braden encouraged
Peck, 6 years old, drew "Walk- to
corral
ing My Dog Blackie," with their
owner and canine pausing thoughts Main Street
By Constance
between two waiting trees.
with improAlexander
Age 7, Jack Gannon wrote vised
Ledger
& Times
about his trip to St. Louis and spelling-.
Columnist
attending a Cardinals game. Ian Better to get
Camfield, 8, depicted a bas- kids writing
ketball player shooting a goal, instead of holding them back
cleverly capturing the move- because of fear of making a
ment of the ball soaring through mistake.
the air and whooshing into the
Bradley Peiffer, age 8,
-basket.
described going to his grandNathan Fang's family trip pa's house and witnessing a
took him to New York, where +flood. "I thought that the big
he had a .vbig piece of pizza brown logs were crocodiles,"
he admitted, adding that his
grandpa "found a copper head
and killed it. We had a great
time," Bradley concluded.
Some of the most spectacular journeys in this year's
"Tiger Tales" are the flights
of fancy. Emmalyn Tucker's
fabulous account entitled "Water
Dragon" is such a trek.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
"Clashisg claws of water Rag2411 Rayburn House Office Bldg. Washington, D.C. 20510
ing teeth of fome. A Dragon
in the distens. The herison
www.house.gov/whiffield
1-202-225-3115
beond." Emmalyn brings all
U.S. Sen. Rand Paul (R-Ky.)
the senses to her description,
including "howles of deth" and
SRC5 Russell Senate Office Building,
• Washington D.C. 20510
1-202-224-4343 "wings of hope." What striking images she creates!
Mallory Moore's journey
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
story was "Going to Disney361A Russell Senate Office Building
land" where she heard "peple
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541
screaming on rides." Camryn
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'Tiger Tales' tells terrific journey stories
Last week at Murray Elementary.School's'annual "Tiger
Tales" unveiling, I arrived just
in time for the National Anthem
and Pledge of Allegiance. Anyone not in a classroom froze
in place, and the entire faculty and student body focused
respectfully (and melodically)
on the daily finial. And while
there may be no sweeter sound
than children's voices raised in
song, a close second is hearing the kids' reactions to the
current edition of "Tiger Tales."
For the uninitiated, "Tiger
Tales" is the school's annual
publication of student prose,
poetry and art.
The theme of this year's
edition is "Journey Stories: Yesterday,' Today & Tomorrow,"
in recognition of the Smithsonian Institution exhibition that
is coming to Murray State University's Wrather Museum from

Funerz
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Collier I
Rev. Eli
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Conne
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Rossi stayed closer to home
and went to_Piney Campground
at LBL where she caughL.
"BIG catfish." Andrew Brown
wrote about Venture River and
Alexandra Waldrop described
"My First Circus."
As always, the front and
back covers and the title page
of "Tiger Tales" are stunning
Emmalyn Tucker's illustration
was chosen for the front, and
she created a tiger in an exotic landscape, complete with
towering mountains. Ella Tucker, age 6, has the back cover.
a head-shot of a engaging, smiling tiger with a big tree (oi
maybe a flower?) off to the
right.
Imma Stallins, age 9, is a
gifted artist. Her tiger on the
title page is a contemporary
cat, a geometric blend of curves
and angles that includes paw
prints, flashing eyes and sinuous tongue.
"Tiger Tales" is dedicated
to Mrs. Carolyn Colson, whc
taught at MES for 37 years.
She is described as an "outstanding teacher, mentor and
friend to all.., a leader for the
Talents Unlimited program'.
who helped children to use
their many skills.
Hats off to all who had a
hand in this year's'Tiger Tales,"
with special thanks to the Murray Foundation for Excellence.
It is through the Foundatkon's
support that contributing authors
receive-a free copy of the book.
Read Main Street online ai
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist directly ai
constancealexander@newwave
comm.net.
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Obituaries
William "Bud" Thorne

Catherine "Cathy" Oliver

William "Bud" Thorne, 82, of Dexter, Ky., died Monday, Oct. 31,
2011. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born April 4, 1929, Mr. Thorne was a member of Dexter Baptist
Church and was retired from the General Motors Company, where
he worked for 30 years.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Roy and Mlle Matheny
Thorne: a daughter. Melessa Thorne; and five sisters, Lavada
Thorne. Lucy Adis, Julia Fox, Edna Fuqua and Rachel
Montgomery.
Mr.Thorne is survived by his wife of 61 years,
Joyce Duncan Thorne; a son, David Thorne and
wife, Carloyn, of Dexter; two daughters, Geneva
Butler and husband, Carl, of Almo, and Tracy
Thorne, of Dexter; a brother, Roy Thorne; three
sisters. Mary Wallace and husband, Doug, Shelia
Cox and husband, Larry, and Josephine Thorne;
six grandchildren and six great-grandchildren.
Services are scheduled for Friday, Nov. 4, at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Thorne
Randy McClure, David Little, and Carl Butler will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Brooks Chapel Cemetery. The
family will receive visitors Thursday, Nov. 3, from 5-8 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Serving as pallbearers will be Chris Thorne, Paul Canifield,
Wendell Copeland, Terry Adams, Robert Parks and David
Singleton. Honorary pallbearers will be Doug Wallace, Everett
Wright and Kenny Copeland.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
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Funeral services for Catherine "Cathy Oliver, 75, of Jackson
Mich., formerly of Murray, Ky., will be held Thursday. Nov. 3,
2011, at 2 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Rev.
James Harris, Paul Bogard, and the Rev. Carl Butler Officiating.
Entombment will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be held Thursday froni 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. at the funeral home.
Oliver died &Imlay,Oct. 30720TI, at her home.
Born Sep. 22, 1936, in Detroit, Mich., to the late
Otto and Margaret Waldecker, she was a homemaker and a member of the Trinity Christian
Church, of Murray.
She was preceded in death by her husband,
Frank Oliver, one son,. Otto Smith; two sisters,
Tilly Francis and Jean Miller; and four brothers,
Ernie'Waldecker, Edward Waldecker, Larry
Oliver
Waldecker and Russell Waldecker.
She is survived by one daughterT-Mary-W
Mark,of Jackson, Mich.; three sons, David Noah and wife, Rosetta,
of Wichita, Kan., James Smith, Jr. and wife, Wilda, of St. Roberts,
Mo.,-and Russell Smith and wife, Kim, of Sandwisk Ill.; three sisters, Dee Tyson, of Addison, Mich., Gerry Riley, of Kalkaska,
Mich., and Joan Puller, of Elk Park, N.C.; one brother, Richard
Waldecker of Big Bear Mich.; eight grandchildren, James Smith,
Jonathan Smith, both Of Springfield, Mo., Maleaha Smith, of
Jackson, Mich., Donna Palichat, of Oclair. Wis., Nicole Wood,
Brandi Cook, both of Jackson, Mich., Alise Hewitt, of Fort Drum,
N.Y., Bryan Cathey, of Battle Creek. Mich.: and seven great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may go to the Trinity Christian Church,
601 N. 18th St., Murray. KY 42071.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. The J.H. Churchill. Funeral'Home is in charge of
Radford C. Conner
Funeral services for Radford Coffield Conner, 80, of Hardin, Ky., arrangements.
will be held at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Nov. 2,2011, in the chapel of the
Collier Funeral Home in Benton. The Rev. Robert McKinney, the Barbara Jean McPhail
Funeral services for Barbara Jean (Whyte) McPhail, 54. of Dexter,
Rev. Elijah Balentine and- the Rev. Dave Albritten will officiate.
Ky.,
will be held at 10 a.m. Wednesday. Nov. 2. 2011, at the BlalockInterment with Military rites to follow in the Palestine Cemetery,
Coleman & York Funeral Home with Rebecca Alexander officiatDexter.
Conner died at 3:10 a.m. Sunday. Oct. 30, 2011, at Western Baptist ing. Entombment will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens
•
Mausoleum.
Hospital in Paducah.
Mrs. McPhail died at 1:58 p.m. Surtday. Oct. 30, 2011. at her
Born April 3, 1931, in Hardin, he was a retired
home.
bulldozer operator of 42 years. He served in the
She was born May 8, 1957, in Joliet, Ill. She was a member of the
U.S. Army during the Korean Conflict. He was a
Immanuel Lutheran Church in Murray and worked as an instrucmember ofthe Palestine United Methodist Church
tional assistant with the Calloway County School System.
and served his_ community with the Palestine
She was preceded in death by her parents. George and Lois
UMC Men's group.
Achterberg Whyte.
'
He was preceded in death by his parents, Eugene
She' is survived by her husband; Robert L. McPhail. to whom she
Conner and Buna (Higgins) Conner; one sister, was married Sept. 9, 1978; one daughter. Christina Alexander and
Imogene Lawrence; and one brother, Riley husband, George.. une_son_Nathan_litlrPkii1_4111 Of Dexter; one sisConner.
- ter, Janet Park; one brother, Richard Whyte and wife. Cheryl, all of
He is survived by his wife. Nary Louise New Lenox, Ill.: mother-in-law, Betty McPhail. of Murray; and sevConner
(Rudolph) Conner, of Hardin; four daughters, eral nieces and nephews.
Sherrie Prescott, of Hardin, Rose Mary Biddinger,
Serving as pallbearers will be Justin Price. Kevin Wilson. Daxid
of Waynesboro, Pa., Joyce Chatelain, of Hardin Park,Tim Boersma, Scott Marshall and Mike Carpenter.
and Rhonda Kirk, of Almo;'five brothers, E.B.
Online condolences can be left
Conner, of Fairdealing, R.W. Conner, of Dexter,
at www.yorkfuneralhorne.com.
Mo., Howard .Conner, of Dexter, Arlie Conner. of
Blalock-Coleman & York
Mayfield and Marlie Conner,. of Brewers; seven grandchildren,
funeral Home is in charge of
The
Dexter-Almo
•
seven great-grandchildren and one great-great-grandchild.
arrangements.
Water
District will
Heights
Memorial contributions may be sent to Palestirte United Methodist
Church Men's Group, 2356 Palestine Chuich Rd., Dexter; KY hold its monthly meeting.
Thursday Nov 3 5 at 7 p.m.
42036.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home in The meeting will be held at
the water office located at
Benton
351 Almo Rd.

Town Crier

Lavinia Parker,94,of Murray, Ky., formerly of Okeechobee, Fla.,
died Sunday. Oct. 30, 201l, in Murray.

Hazel Louise Lee
Hazel Louise Lee, 77, of Dexter, Ky., died Tuesday. Nov.'1, 2011,
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.,

ST. PAUL Minn. (AP) — Tom
Keith, a longtime sound effects
man who was the source of creaking doors, clucking chickens and
more on "A Prairie Home..
Companion." has died. He was 64.
Keith's death was announced,
Monday by Jon McTaggart, chief
executive of Minnesota Public
Radio and American Public Media,
which distributes "A Prairie Home
Companion.- He died suddenly of
a heart attack after collapsing at his
home Sunday,"Prairie Home" host
Garrison Keillor said - in a statement.
Keillor remembered Keith as
"one of radio's great clowns."
"He was serious about silliness
and worked hard to get a moo
exactly right and the cluck too, and
the woof. His whinny was amazing
— noble, vulnerable, articulate. He
did bagpipes, helicopters, mortars,
common drunks, caribou (and
elands and elk and wapiti), garbage
trucks backing up, handsaws and
hammers, and a beautiful vocalization of a man falling from a great
height into piranha-infested
waters," Keillor said.
Keillor said Keith performed on
the "Prairie Home" show Oct. 22 at
St. Paul's Fitzgerald Theater,
where he did a sound effect of a
grade-school teacher being shrunk
from 6 feet to 3 inches "using a
balloon, some small sticks, and
vocal thwnps and splorts, and then
did the voice of a 3-inch-tall
female."
Keith complained of shortness of
breath the next week but put 'off
seeing a doctor. Keillor said. The
Oct. 22 show, with guest John'
Lithgow, was Keith's last "Prairie
Home" performance.

ATHENS, Greece (AP) —
Greece's prime minister held
firm early Wednesday to his
shock decision to call for a referendum on a hard-fought
European debt deal, despite
anger frail) abroad, market turmoil across the world and dissent from within his own party.
George Papandreou's government- still faced a battle for survival with a vote of confidence
scheduled for Friday and a
grilling
from
frustrated
European leaders expected later
in the day ahead of a Group of
it_ in the French-Riviera.
After a grueling seven-hour
Cabinet meeting, government
spokesman flies Mossialos said
Papandreou's
ministers
expressed "total support for the
initiatives taken by the prime
minister" and said the referendum would beheld "as'soon as
possible."
However, government officials said two ministers still had
strong reservations to the idea
of a referendum, which will be
the first in Greece since the
country voted to abolish the
monarchy in 1974. The officials
spoke on condition of anonymity to reveal details of the
Cabinet meeting.
World markets were hammered across the world after
Papandreou's 'surprise Monday
night announcement amid fears

the vote could unravel a deal
which took European leaders
months of complex negotiations
among themselves and with
banks to reach.
Greece's general price index
plunged to close down 6.92 percent, while in Germany the Dax
index, the major stock market
average, lost 5 percent — the
equivalent of about 600 points
on the Dow. The French stock
market closed down 5.4 percent,
the Italian 6.7 percent and
London 2.2 percent.
European leaders had made no
- secret-of their displeasure.
"This announcement surprised
all of Europe? said a clearly
annoyed French President
Nicolas Serkozy, who has been
scrambling to save face for
Europe before he hosts leaders
of the G20 major world
economies later this week.
"Giving the people a say is
always legitimate, but the soli:
darity of all countries of the
surozone cannot work unless
each one Consents to the necessary efforts," he said.
Sarkozy
and
German
Chancellor Angela Merkel, who
have been at the forefront of
Europe's efforts to contain the
debt crisis, talked by phone and
agreed to convene emergency
talks Wednesday in Cannes,
France, to which Papandreou
was also summoned to discuss
implementation of the bailout.

Future holds more extreme weather
WASHINGTON (AP) --- For Intergovernmental Panel on
a world already weary of weath- Climate Change marks a change
er catastrophes, the latest warn- in climate science, from focusing from top climate scientists ing on subtle shifts in average
paints a grim future: More temperatures to concentrating
floods, more heat waves, more on the harder-to-analyze freak
droughts and greater costs to events that grab headlines, hurt •
deal with them.
economies and kill people.
A draft summary of an inter"The extremes are a really
national
scientific
report noticeable aspect of climate
obtained by The Associated change," said Jerry Medd, senPress says the extremes caused ior scientist at the National
for
by global warming could even- Center
Atmospheric
tually grow so severe that some Research. "I think people reallocations become "increasingly ize that the extremes are where
we are going to see a lin of the
marginal as places to live."
The report from the Nobel impacts of climate change."
Prize-winning

-

Lavinia Parker

'Prairie Home'sound effects
man Keith dies at 64

Greece's Papandreou toughs
out referendum pledge

The Calloway County
Public Library Board of
Trustees will meet at 4:30
p.m. today (Wednesday) in
the library meeting room.
• To report a Town Crier
item, e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com

KENTUCKY CIRCUIT COURT CLERK EXAMINATION
The qualifying examination tor the 2012 election- for the office of ciroult court
clerk will be administered by the Administrative Office of the Courts(AOC)on
December.3, 2011 at the Embassy Suites in Lexington. Kentucky. This is the
only date and location for the exam
Pre-registration. qualifications, study materials and other details regaroing the

exam are available at wwwkycourts.net The deadline for pre-registration. which
is manctatory, is November 9. 2011
Questions regarding the exam should be directed to AOC at (502) 573-235a.ext. 40517 or cinsitclerkstest@kycourts.net
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The people at Daymar really
do care about their students;
we are not just numbers
to them.
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FUN & FASHION'
Ely O.K. Kelley

First of all I want to thank everyone for
their kindness and sympathy cards for
Lily. It has been very hard for us and I
know many of you loved her too. She was
a very specSal dog, and will always be
missed.
I Just returned from market and everything was just fabulous. I wish I have
bought even more.
-'Lots-of-bright tutors-,Iringne-jeweiry.
hats and lots of great scarves.
Most everyone of every age group was
weanng fall boors with leggings or jeans
tucked in.
Feminine ruffles,sheers,lace and filmy
fabrics were shown.
Prints were everywhere especially in
dresses for spring.
Fall trends are fur trinuned cardigans.
ruffled cardigans, cowl necks, short and
long shirts.
Colored jeans now are trending and
going forward for spring.
Orange is coming on strong with the
60's and 70's influence.
Tunics are still big. Great fabrics and
textures in handbags, scarves and clothing were mixed and matched.
Check out our 1.r2 price rack of tops,
jackets and N YI31 jeans, great for
Christmas.
Come in to fill out your wish list and
we will call your Santa.
More of our favonte pants. Lissette,
have arrived. Everyone who tries them on
just adores them. They come in a skinny
kg and boot cut, pull on tummy tuck.
every age group loves them. They look
great on everyone.
Lots of new jewelry and scarves and
travel bags have arrived - more on the
way!
Congratulations to Lou Anne McMinn
who won the giveaway this Week.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and fashion report...
PS. More of It Works,Wraps gre bat,
;;;....("IN VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
my'r
LADIES
Pitrsnilk CLOTHING 2010

The SomethInt, Fr 111 enont Store
305 South 12th Murray, KY • 753-7441
www.dkkelley.com
,

10116

TO PLACE AN AD
CALL 753-1916

Art Auction
set for Nov. 12
Special to the Ledger
HOPKINSVILLE,
Original oil paintings, watercolors, pastels. photographs,
jewelry, pottery and wood turnings created by local artists
will go up On the auction block
during the third annual Hopkinsville Art Guild Art Auction to be held on Saturday.
Nov. 12, beginning at 6 p.m
in the Guild Art Gallery and
Studio at Bradford Square Mall,
—4000-Ft. Campbell Blvd., Hop-kinsville.
Proceeds from the auction
will assist the Hopkinsville Art
Guild to maintain the Guild
Gallery and Studio and their
community art programs. The
gallery serves as a place for
local artists to sell art and the
studio allows space for art
camps, adult and children's art
classes and an-related work:shops for the community.
Tickets for the auction are
$15 per person and may be
purchased at the Guild Art
Gallery or from Hopkinsville
Art Guild members. The items
to be auctioned will be available for early bidding at the
Guild Studio on Thursday. Nov.
10, through Saturday. Nov. 12.
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. each
day. Some of the items to be
auctioned may be viewed on
the Guild website at www.hopkinsvilleartguild.org after Tuesday, Nov. 1.
-The doors will open at 6
p.m. with a buffet dinner and
from 7-8 p.m. the live auction will take place. During
this time there will also be a
silent auction of smaller items.
For information, contact Jim
Mason, art auction chair at
885-0669
or
(270)
jmason@newwavecomm.net or
Carolyn Self, guild president.
at (270) 886-8703 or
bcself@newwavecomm.net.

nyayernen/

The Purchase Area Master Clothing volunteers .will be presenting their "Gifts From
the Heart" seminar at the Calloway County
Extension Office on Monday, Nov. 14, from
1:30-3:30 p.m. Every other year, they publish- this book of over 16 gift ideas that can
be sewn. All of the items in the book will
be demonstrated during the seminar. Participants will receive a color copy of the book.
Pre-registration of $10 is due by Friday, Nov.
11. Class size_is_ limited. To753-1452.

iftDatebook
-Jessica Morris,
Community
editor
'Dessert Cabaret' to be held
Box of Frogs, a middle and high school theater group of
Playhouse in the Psrk, will host a "Dessert Cabaret," about
things to see and do in New York City, Nov. 4-5. In case of
chilly weather, it will be moved inside the theater. Tickets are
$5 each and includes a homemade dessert.

Kaitlin
Katie
ident,
pledg
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Montg
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Water District to meet
The Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will hold its monthly meeting Thursday, Nov. 3, at 7 p.m. The meeting will be
held- at the water office located at 351 Almo Rd.

Holiday Bazaar set for Saturday

Garner and Aguero
Steve and Debbie Webb,of Miche,Tenn., announce the engage-mem and upcoming marriage of their daughter, Carrie Garner to
Carlos Aguero,son of Franko Aguero and Cathy Trejo, of Murray.
The wedding will take place Sunday, Nov. 13, 2011, at 5 p.m. at
Mason's Chapel in Murray. All friends and family are invited to
attend as no invitations will be sent.

Roundabout U at annual
Festival of Champions
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
Roundabout U looks at an annual signature event for MSU,the,
Festival of Champions marching
band competition.
Co-hosts Jim Carter and Sarah
Clark ko musical this week with

CONSIGNMENT SHOP
17tre Decor
Ut 401
:
ay - Friday 10 am-6 pm • Saturday 9 am-4 pm

NOW OPEN SUNDAY 1 PM-5 PM

(270) 761-3667
400 N. 4th St.• Murray, KY • Across from Imes-Miller Funeral Home
U4

DATEBOOK
'Gifts of the Heart'Seminar
to be offered

THE CLOSET DOOR

Come Join

e-mail: communitynews@rnurrayledger.com

On Facebook!

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15. 2011 AT 10:00 A.M.
AT 1513 ALMO-SHILOH ROAD, MURRAY. KY 4207i OF HOUSE AND LOT
1513 ALMO-SHILOH ROAD, MURRAY, KY 42071

This is a 840 square foot house with basement. THIS PROPERTY HAS NO WATER SUPPLY and has a septic system. It consists
of a living room kitchen, two bedrooms, one bath This property is considered unsulable for the Rural Development Housing
Program This would be an excellent buy for an investor tnterestec in rental property Cr for starter home after repairs and drillinc,
of a well

Kirksey tinned Methodist Church will have a Holiday Bazaar
on Saturday, Nov. 5, from 8 a.m. to noon. at the church, 3669
Kirksey Hwy., Murray. There will be holiday decorations, baked
goods, a cookie mix-up and more. Proceeds will go the Kirksey UMC'youth group and Reelfoot Rural Ministries. For infor-,
mation, call (270) 489-6251.

Hunter Education class offered Nov.3-5
A Hunter Education class is set for Thursday, Nov. 3, and
Friday, Nov. 4, from 6-9 p.m. nightly and Saturday. Nov. 5,
beginning at 9 a.m. at the Woodmen of,the World office, 330
C.C. Lowry Dr.. Murray. The class is free but you must attend
all three classes to get your Orange Card. For information, call
291-7437.

FCC to hold Noel Market
First Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) will hold Noel
Market, a sweet shop. bake sale and soup *n. cornbread luncheon on Saturday, Nov. 5, from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the church.
The luncheon will be from 10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Tickets are
$6 each. Tickets for an Afghan or Antique Quilt are 6 for $5,
ot $1 each. To purchase tickets,-call the church at 753-3824
between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. Monday through Friday.

interviews and marching band
clips. Clark traveled to
Nashville. Tenn.. to talk with
Murray State alumni Preston
Stanfill, while Carter stayed in
Murray to catch up with recent
Red Cross.Blood Drive set for Friday
graduate Cameron Gish Both
C.A. Jones will host a Red Cross Blood Drive at South
are former members of the Eastern Book Company on Friday, Nov. 4, from II a.m. to 3
Racer Marching Band.
p.m. This drive is open to the public. The address is 3333
Additionally, Carter and Clark U.S. Hy. 641 N., • Murray. To sign .up, e-mail
find out more about the student valerie.coy@sebook.com or call(800)633-9645 and ask for Valerie
experiences of the competition, Coy at extension 2152.
which hosts high school bands
American Legion Post to meet
from across the state and the
American -Legion Ladies Auxiliary Unit #73 will meet Thursregion in an event that tests the
Nov. 3, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee
day.
mettle of marching bands of all
Creek Drive, Murray. If you are a wife, daughter, or stepsizes.
daughter of a veteran you are invited. For questions, call Unit
This episode of Roundabout U #73 President Vera Melone at (270) 436-6356.
airs at various times Nov. 6-12,
and is broadcast on KET
Knit-wits will meet
(Kentucky
Educational
The Knit-wits knitting- group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in
Television), WSIL and through the Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library.
local cable systems. Specific Knitters of all levels are welcome. For more 'information, call
airing dates and times can be Dot at 753-4803.
found online at www.rounclReformers' Unanimous to meet
aboutu.com.
Roundabout U is a weekly, . Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program.
award-winning iideo magazine will meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
produced by Digital Media at Church. The public is invited. Child care is provided. For
information or for a ride. call the church office at 753Murray State University. Filmed more
1834.
in high definition, the show
highlights events throughout
4-H Council to meet Thursday
Kentucky and the region. Visit
The 4-H Council will meet. on Thursday, Nov. 3, from 4-5
the website for up-to-date infor- p.m. at the Extension Office. All leaders and interested indimation and clips from past v/iduals welcome
episodes. Fans can alse follow
on Facebook and Twitter for picGarden Department of MWC to meet
tures, information and videos
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
and viewers can watch past meet on Thursday. Nov. 3, at I p.m. at the clubhouse.„Hostepisodes on Roundabout's esses will be Linda Scott and Cathy Mathis. Collections will
be taken for the Veterans. All members are encouraged to
YouTube page.
attend

American Heart Association
Heartsaver Classes

An open house will be held on November 8 2011 at.3 OC PM until 4 00 PM
The minimum acceptable bid for this properly is $8 040 00
Payment of the current year s property taxes are the responsibility of the purchaser
Clear title to this properly is not warranted The U S Marshal's Deed is not a general warranty deed Buyers are advised to have
the property's bee examined. Written notification tegaraing encumbrances on the property must be made to the Mayfield Rural
Development Office within 30 days
******e****************************************

*a******************

LEGAL NOTICE
Notice us hereby given that on November 15. 2011. at 10.00 am. at 1513 Alino-Sh Ion Road. Murray. KY 42071 , in order to raise
the sum of $35.062 50 principal, together with interest credit subsidy granted in the amount of $13 99010, plus interest in the
amount of 53.684 73. late charges $90.13 and other tees in the amount of $ 1.64207 as of February 1. 2011 and interest
thereafter on the principal at $6 1395 from February 1, 2011. until the date of Judgment. plus interest on the Judgment amount
(principal plus interest to the date of Judgmentl at the rate ot 0.19°, computed daily and compounded annually. until pad in full
and for the costs of this action, pursuant to Judgment ano Order of Sate. being Civil Action No 5:11CV-00030-R on the Paducah
Docket of the United Stales District Court for the Western District of Kentucky. entered on May 20 2011. in the case of United
States of America vs Estate of Elsie Snyder. ET AL the following described property will be solo to the highest and best bidder
Property Address: 1513 Almo-Shiloh Road. Murray. Kentucky 42071 THIS PROPERTY HA,S NO WATER SUPPLY Being the
same property conveyed to Elsie Snyder by deed from Dan Kelly and wife. Carol Kelly. dated May 17. 1999 and of record in booi
317. at Page 26.11 the Calloway County Clerk's Office
TERMS OF SALE. Ten percent(10%)of the bid price in the form of a Cerlitied Check mace payaole to the U S Macshalt on the
day cf the sale With good arc sufficient bonu .for the balance, bearing interest at the rate of 19°. per annum until paid. due and
Payable in 90 days and said bond having the effect of a Judgment Upon a default_ by the Purchaser, the deposit shafl be forfeited
and retained by the US. Marshal as a part of tie Proceeds Of the sale and the procerty shall again be offered for sale subiect to
confirmation by tie Court.
This sale shall be in bar and foreclosure of all right, title, interest estate claim demand or equity of redemption of the defendant
and Of el persons claiming by. through. under or against them, provided the purchase price is equal to two-thirds of the appraised
value It the purchase price i$ not equal to two-thirds of the appraised value. the Deed shall rxintain in a ken in favor of the
defendant reflecting the right of the defendant to redeem during the period provicied by law (KRS 426 530) Under law, the
purchaser eis deemed to be on notice Of all metiers affecting the property of record in the local County'Clerk's Office
Jerry U Cloycl,
Inquiries should be directed to:
RURAL DEVELOPMENT AREA OFFICE
Mayfield, Kentucky
Telephone: 770-247-9525 ext 4

• Adult First Aid with CPR and AED Course —
First Aid and Emergency Treatment; Adult, Child, and Infant choking and CPR with mask; Adult
and Child AED;and includes a student workbook and pocket mask. Skills recommended by OSHA.

• Pediatric First Aid with CPR and AED Course —
First Aid,Emergency Treatment, and Asthma Care all with Pediatric Emphasis; Adult,Child, and
Infant CPR with mask; Adult and Child AED; and includes a student workbook and pocket mask.

• Basic Life Support(BLS)for Healthcare Providers Course —
For certified or non-certified, licensed or nonlicensed, healthcare professionals; and includes a
student workbook and pocket mask.

• CPR with AED Course —

.

Adult, Child, and Infant choking and CPR with mask; and includes a student workbook and
pocket mask. Skills recommended by OSHA.
Each course cost $70 per individual, and certification is valid for 2 years.
Courses.are offered at various times throughout the year, may be scheduled for individual
groups or businesses, and may be conducted on-site.

For more information, please contact Deborah Lambert, BLS Instructor,
at (270) 350-1379 or firstaidwithcpr@yahoo.com.
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YNL students receive scholarships
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Kaylyn Evans and Ewa
Wantulok are the latest Murray
State University recipients of
the NexGen Leaders Program
Scholarship provided by the
Nonprofit Leadership Alliance.
Evans is completing her
internship with West Kentucky
Mentoring (formerly
Big
Brothers Big Sisters) and
Wantulok is interning with the
Photo provided Calloway County chapter of the
4-H COOKING CLUB: Members of
the 4-H Cooking Club American Red Cross.
stop to pose for a picture. Pictured, from
:left are Bailee_
extGen,_funded by-the W.K.n, Leah cii1Wp, treasurer, Aliza Curry,
Amberly Steen, Kellogg Foundation,is designed
Kaitlin Wuest, Libby Roberson, Caleb
Morris: second row, to help a racially and ethnical
ly
Katie Allen, Simon Placr, song leader, Jolie
Jones, vice pres- diverse group of students
with
ident, Lauren Robinson, Caroline Placr,
Amberlie Morris, demonstrated leadersh
ip potenpledge leader; third row, Audree Harper, Madiso
n Erwin, pres- tial complete their
Youth and
ident, Aubrey Adams, Madison Evans, secreta
ry, and Lauren Nonprof
it Leadership (YNL I
Montgomery. The next meeting will be held on Friday,
Nov. 11, certification
requirements,
from 3:30-5:30.p.m. at Westside Baptist
Church, Murray.
specifically the minimum 3(X)-

Local schools, attorneys provide free wills for veterans

Special to the Ledger
. In Western Kentucky, local
high schools have partnered
with attorneys to provide free
wills for veterans on Veterans
Day, Nov. II. as well as provide
students an opportunity to learn
about history from those who
helped make it.
Murray High School, Graves
County High School and
Hickman County High School
will provide . meeting spaces.
tables and chairs so that attorneys can meet with veterans and
.provide them with a last will and
testament. In addition. veterans
will have an opportunity to
share their experiences with the
students through programs at
each school.
All veterans living in those
counties are invited to attend the
'event at their local school and
bring,a photo ID showing proof
of residence.
"We hope to expand the program to other counties in the
future." said Jason Batts, attorney in Fulton County. but hav-

ing three counties participate
this year provides for a good
start."
This year. the program is lim-.
ited to veterans residing in each
of the three counties, though the
goal is to expand the program to
other locations in the future. The
times for each event are, Graves
County High School from 9:15
a.m. to noon, Hickman County
High School from LI a.m. until
3 p.m. and Murray High School
from 9 a.m. to noon.
Batts had the initial thought
for the event after looking for a
way honor those who have
served our nation through military service.
"I have always had a special
• interest in helping veterans."
Batts said. "It was part of my
motivation for studying history
in college and applying for service in the U.S: Army JAG Corps
Reserves."
Batts applied in the spring for
a position with the Army's JAG'
Corps Reserves and recently
learned of his acceptance. He
ran the idea by his wife, Tonia

Suffering from
Allergies
or Asthma?

Batts, and biother, Eric Batts,
and he said both were very supportive and eager to help. Tonia.
an optometrist in Mayfield.
recalled speaking to the VFW
-Post in Murray after deciding to
do the event.
"Hearing the veterans share
their interest and gratitude
almost moved me to tears. It's
been an honor to get to know
some of them along the way,"
she said.
Together.,Batts said the three
have worked to make the event
possible.
Flenoy Barrow, the current
Post Commander of VFW Post
#629,1 in Murray. said of the
event,"Veterans Day is a day to
remember those who have
given. There are those ;:vho
served that did not make it back
home, and we honor them on
this day. Many of those who
came home after serving their
country began raising a family.
Those of us who served took
care of the country. now we can
take care of our families by having a will made."

The Allergy & Asthma Clinic
is your #1 stop for relief! Dr.Stout
can put together a game plan to help
you finish first!

"Get Tested! Get Treated!
Get Relie ."

Richard H. Stout
• Physician fully trained and qualified in the treatment
of asthma
• 40 years experience
• All forms of therapy FDA approved
• All evaluations done by physician

CLINIC OF WEST KENTUCKY

Toll Free 1-800-756-5551
Office Locations: Murray, KY • Union City, TN
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Pictured, from left, are Dr: Roger Weis, director of the
YNL program at MSU, Kaylyn Evans,
Dr. Bob Long, visiting distinguished professor of Nonprof
it Leadership at MSU, Ewa Wantulok
and Jennifer Wilson, director of the Murray Americ
an Red Cross chapter.
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m have resulting in a total of $99,000 in
date, 22 students in Murray received this prestigi
ous award scholarship funds
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Racer Sports in Brief

Newcomb
takes third
at Kiawah
Classic in
Charleston
From MSU Athletics
With another chance to perform on one of college golf's
biggest stages, Murray State's
Patrick Newcomb finished
third Tuesday at the Wendy's
Kiawah Classic in Charleston,
S.C.
Newcomb, who tied for
low round of the event
Monday with a 4-under-par
68, stumbled on a couple of
holes and came home with a
final round 74 and finished one
shot back of the winners
Newcomb had scores of
73-68-74=215, while Vaita
Guillaume of Campbell had
rounds of 69-73-72=214 to tie
for the title with Andres
Pumariega
of
George
Washington who had scores of
70-71-73=214.
"This was as good of a field
of teams and,players that we'll
•
see," MSU Head Coach Eddie
Hunt said. "Patrick played
some great golf and showed
that he can tee it up and compete with anybody in the country. He just fell a little short."
Part of Newcomb's misfortune was caused by lack of
information at the end of the
round, a common occurrence
in college golf where leaderMurray State Ilbero Kayleah Sauer (7)lets out
RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times
a scream as she heads for her teammates Wendi
boards are rarely found.
Zickfleld (14)and Teresa Krog (6) after the final
in Tuesday night's Ohio Valley Conference match
point
against Eastern Illinois at Racer Arena.
"I did knew the leader was
4-under with two holes left and
I thought I needed a birdie on
my last hole to win,"
Newcomb said via phone from
the team van as they were
making their way home
Tuesday evening. "I hit a bad
drive right and it went out of
By RICKY MARTIN
Richmond to visit the Lady
bounds. I made double-bogey
Sports Editor
Colone
ls.
and lost by one shot."
Once a semester, Murray
In
front
of a home crowd
Still with a great summer
State volleyball coach David
Tuesday night for the third
behind him in which he was
ovc(Overall) straigh
Schwepker gives his players a School
t match, Murray State
named the Kentucky Golf
personal day.
Morehead State
15-1 (20-6) jumped out
to a 1-0 lead over
Association Player of the Year
One day per season where, Tennessee State -10-6 (15-9)
the
Lady
Panthe
rs with a 25-21
and a solid fall, with one win
at any time, a player can choose UT Martin
10-6 (15-11) first set victory
.
and another second place finto take a day off.
SE Missouri State 9-6 (11-15)
Eastern
fillinois
then
ish. Newcomb is excited about
•Schwepker refers to it as a Eastern Kentucky 8-8 (13-14)
claime
d
a
highly
contes
ted
secwhat the spring could hold for
"mental health day," of sorts.
Murray State
8-8 (8-19)
ond set 30-28 before taking the
him.
On Monday, junior outside Jacksonville State 7-9 (9-17)
third 25-20.
"The round I played on
hitter Cassy Woolverton decid- Austin Peay
7-9 (9-18)
During the fourth set, howMonday was maybe the best
ed to use that day, even with Eastern Illinois
6-11 (9-19)
ever,
Schwepker said someball-strikini\day I've ever
Eastern Illinois entering Racer SIU-Edwardsville 5-11 (10-18)
thing clicked.
.had," he said. "I hit every fairArena Tuesday night with the Tennessee Tech
3-13(4'22)
Trailing 21-20, Schwepker
way and nearly every green
Racers right in the thick of the and
we practiced last night."
called timeout to talk to his
and that was in windy condiOhio Valley Conference tourBy
Tuesday
night, squad.
tions on a tough course for a 4nament hunt.
Schwepker
was
The charge he gave them
glad
under 68. Yes, the way I fin"I always tell them that it Woolve
rton did.
was very simple.
ished the fall is very encouragdoesn't matter when it is,
Woolverton led the Racers
"What I said was, 'This is
ing, now I've got to go to work
before a match or whatever, with
23 kills Tuesday night, as our home, and we need to get
over the winter and get ready."
take your day when you want Murra
y State dismissed Eastern out there and play like it,— he
As a team. the Racers finit," Schwepker said. "Monday Illinoi
s 3-2 in comeback fash- said. "I told theiri that this is
ished 17th in the Kiawah event
she decided to use it."
ion, putting the Racers in a tie our place and this is our home,
with scores of 305-315Then, late Monday night, with Easter
n Kentucky for fifth if we are going to defend this,
316=940.
Schwepker got a phone call.
place inside the OVC with an let's get out there and do it
MSU's Hunter York placed
It was Woolverton.
8-8 conference mark with four now."
42nd with rounds of 75-81"She wanted to know if she games
left to play.
The message was received.
76=232, while Tyler Brown
could come in and practice,"
One of those come Friday
Murray State came out and
RICKY MARTIN / Ledger ES Times
was in 77th place with scores
Schwepkei said with a laugh. when
the Racers travel to
Murray State's Wendi Zickfield (14)spikes this
of 77-82-81=240. Dustin
"So I came in on Halloween
ball across
•See VOLLEYBALL,9
the net Tuesday night at Racer Arena.
Gosser placed 101st with
rounds of 84-84-89=257,
while William Hunt was in
105th place with scores of 95KENTUCKY FOOTBALL
88-85=268.
The Racers begin their
spring schedule at the Samford
Intercollegiate (March 4-6) at
Hoover Country Club in
Hoover, Ala.
one and decide."
yards and two interceptions.
The Wildcats (3-5, 0-4
Once he warmed up against
Southeastern Conference) have Mississippi
State, Smith led
struggled on offense with two impressive
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — passed for an efficient and
drives in the
rela- head coach Joker Phillips to re- Newton under center
; they cur- second half. On one, he comKentucky's starting quarterback tively mistake-free
174 yards.
evaluate the position which he rently rank 118th out of
job re-opened for competition
120 pleted all six of his pass
Newton is listed day-to-day had said was off-limits before
FBS teams in total offense with attempts for 68
this week.
on a drive that
with a high ankle sprain,
in the weeks before playing 265.8 yards per game, and
the ended in Kentucky's only
Starter Morgan Newton has
Head coach Joker Phillips Mississippi State.
passing game ranks 115th in the touchdown of the
struggled through what has says Newton will
game; on the
not play
Neither Newton nor Smith country with 126 yards per
From MSU Athletics
been a disappointing season for Saturday against Missis
other, he was 9 of11 with 56
sippi if will be made available to media game.
Murray State senior
the Wildcats. But the junior is he can't protect himsel
yards, including three thiirdf, some- this
week,
Kentucky
Smith's emergence Saturday down conversions,
defender Sophie Hargreaves
not the only signal caller unable thing the coach says
but his "4thNewtoh spokesman Tony Neely said.
was surprising considering his and-7 pass in
was named adidas OVC
to get it done. Newton's backup, could not do at Tuesda
the red zone
y's prac"We'll
compe
te
with
those
season
to that point: He had sailed over wide
Player of the Week for the
freshman Maxwell Smith, had- tice Tuesday.
receiver
two guys this week because we played in four games before
second consecutive week,
n't done much better.
La'Rod King's head.
Before the injury, Newton have to see which guy gives
us
that, either as a late-game
the conference announced
But when Newton left was 82 of 172 with eight touch"I thought for the circum
the best chance to win this replacement with the game
Tuesday.
out stances he did pretty well,"
Saturday's
game
against downs and seven interceptions. game," Phillip
said.
s
"Both
will of reach or as a last-resort move offensive
Mississippi State with an ankle
coordinator Randy
That, combined with Smith's get reps with the ones and
the with Newton struggling. Before
•See SOCCER,9
injury in the first quarter, Smith performance Saturday,
forced twos, and we'll find out which Saturday, he was
7-of-19 for 50
See KENTUCKY,9

RACERS BATTLE BACK FROM 2-1 DEFICIT TO
TAKE DOWN EASTERN.ILLINOIS IN FIFTH SET,
PREPARE FOR EASTERN KENTUCKY ON FRIDAY
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Kentucky starting quarterback job available

Hargreaves
earns OVC
soccer award

INJURED NEWTON AND FRESHMAN SMITH EXPECTED
TO BATTLE FOR STARTING SPOT .THLS WEEK

Sal
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From Page 8
Sanders said. "He had some
mistakes early and we had a
nice little discussion on
the
sideline and I thought
he
responded well. His challenge
is he still wastes a few plays by
not calling the play right and
when you do that in a game like
this it makes it really tough.
"The guy competed really
hard and threw the ball well and
seemed like he was seeing
things well. There is stil) a
learning process he needs to go
through and a lot of things in
protection he has to see and
manage better, but he competed."
Even though the Wildcats'
hopes of a sixth-straight bowleligible season are growing
slimmer each week, Phillips
said he will choose the quarterback that gives his team the
best chance to win each week
without looking forward to next
season.
"We have to make some type
of decision," Phillips said.
"(Smith) played well enough
that we have to make a decision
on that."

•Soccer
From Page 8
Hargreaves picked up her
third gartre-winning goal of the
season Sunday afternoon, leading the Racers to a 1-0 win at
Eastern Kentucky. Her 74th
minute goal scored off of a
redirected free kick was her
fourth of the season.
She has helped lead MSU to
shutouts in four of the last five
matches as she has transitioned
into more of a defensive role
over ttje second half of the season.
She won defensive OVC
accolades last week fix-scoring
in the Racers 3-0 win against
Eastern Illinois.
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•Volleyball
something else."
Again. Schwepker made the
right moves.
The Racers opened up the
fifth set on a 5-0 run and never
looked back, taking the fifth
frame 15-10.
"If you can.score quick and
then keep your composure then
you have brought that team
down," Schwepker .said. "We
came out' loose, we weren't
tight and we got a jump on
them. That's what _helped us
win that final set."
.With the top six teams from
the regular season in the OVC
set to contend for the championship
in
two
weeks,
Schwepker and the Racers have
put themselves in good position
for a seat at the table.
Don't telrhim that, however.

Schwepker insists the only
thing his team is focused on, is
the team that shows up on the
other side of the net night-in
and night-out, saying records
and standings can be talked
about after the season.
"That's one of the things
that we are trying not to talk
about," he said. "Someone
comes over on the other side of
the net, and we play them. Then
whatever happens, we will be
in or out, that's all I need _to
worry about.
•
"With, this team, we worry
about what's happening now.
That's what we have noticed.
Once you worry about what
you have to do and things like -that, it just puts too much pressure on everybody, and we
don't want that."
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Pork
Steak
Family Pack

Split
Fryer
Breast

Goldenrod
Eggnog/Custard
Quart

Lay's
Tostitos
11 oz.

Lay's Variety Packs
2,

Manvella
Cheese Loaf

Bubba Cola
12 pk cans

2.49
Sugardale
Center Cut
Ham Steak

2.99
Ginger Evans
Deluxe Fudge Brownie MIX •
19 5 oz

if ow

1.49

1. Higgs Buttery
Round Crackers

Marcum
Seasoning Salt

16 oz

12 oz

so 1.89

4--

Albany Bakery Pecan
Shortbread Cookies

Ginger Evans

All Varieties
11 5 oz

2for'5

32 oz

Light Brown/Powdered Sugar

Doritos
13fif tiff

each

27 oz

1..pcp

Others receiving votes Cal Poly 52.
Jacksonville 35, t4or101k State 34,
Alabama State 24, Furman 20, Brown
19, Central Arkansas 19,
Massachusetts 13. Youngstown Stale
11, Southern Utah 10, Northwestern
State 9. Albany 6, Eastern Kentucky 5,
Drake 4, Portland State 4, Sap Diego 3,
Florida A&M 2. Pennsylvania 1

Class 5A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
1. towing Green (17)10-0170
1
2 John Hardin
-10-0152
2
3 Warren Central
• 9-1 129
5'
4. Franklin Co.
-10-0 116
6
5. Harlan Co.
98
3
6. Christian Co
- 9-1 78
4
7 Ohio Co
-9-147
7
8_ Lou. Jettersontown - 8-2 46
8

1.59
Mrs. Smith's Pies

32 oz

Class 4A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
1 Highlands
(17)10-0170
1
2 Coy Catholic
- 7-2140
3
3 Lex Catholic
- 8-2 116
2
4. Boyle Co.
- 7-3 107
4
5 Franklin-Simpson - 9-1 95
5
6. Ashland Blazer
- 8-2 71
7
7 Russell Co.
-9-1 64
8
8. Madisonville-NH 43
9
9. Johnson Central - 8-2 33
10. Lone Oak
• 8-2 31
10
Others receiving voles: 11, Rockcastle
Co. 22. 12, Martha Layne Collins 21
13. Knox Central 17 14. North Oldham
5

FCS Coaches Poll
Top 25
Oct. 31,2011
Record Pts Pvs
1 ND State (22) 8-0 693 3
2 Montana St (2) 8-1 654 4
3 App State
6-2 634 I
4. Ga South (4) 7-1 602 1
5 Sam Houston St.8-0 571 7
6 Northern Iowa 6-2 570 2
7 Lehigh
7-1 541 6
8 Montana
7-2 493 8
9 Wollord
6-2 478 9
10 Maine
7-1 445 12
11 New Hemp
6-2 442 11
12 Old Dominion 7-2 367 16
13 James Mad
5-3 308 10
14 Jackson Stale 7-1 263 17
15. Tenn. Tech
5-2 248 19
16 Indiana State 5-3 240 18
17 Towson
6-2 216 14
18. J'yllle St.
5-3 215 13
19 Delaware
5-4 201 20
20 Harvard
6-1 138 23
21 William & Mary 4-4 124 21
22 Liberty
6-3 111 24
23 South Dakota 5-4 101 15
24 Illinois Stale
6-3 85 25 North Dakota 5-3 62 25

1.1391b

2.99

J. Higgs
Saltine Crackers

Class 3A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
1 Bell Co
15) 9-1 153
3
2 Lou Central
(7) 7-3 145
1
3 Breathitt Co
(3)10-0 134
4
4 Belfry
(1 9-1 121
2
5. Pad, Tilghman
- 8-2,104
5
6 Edmonson Co (1)10-0 90
6
7 Garrard Co
- 9-1 68
7
8 Fort Campbell
- 6-4 41
8
9 Wayne Co
- 8-2 32
10
10 Pike Co Central - 7-2 15
Others receiving votes 11 Corbin 13
12, Lewis Co 7' 13, Morgan Co 6 14
Russell 4

Class 6A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP Pvs
1 Lou Tnnity
i17) 9-0 170
1
2 Scott Co
-10-0148
2
3 Lou St Xavier
6-4 134
3
4 Lou DuPont Man
7-2 116
4
5 Lou Butler
8-2 107
5
6 Lou Eastern
8-2 77
6
7 Lou PAP
8-2 69
7
8 Lex Lafayette
7-3 43
8
9 Henderson Co
7-3 41
10
10 Pyle
6-4 17
9
Others receiving votes 11, Boone Co
6 12, Lex Bryan Station 3 12. Lou.
Male 3

Boston
Butt
Pork Roast

12 oz. pkg.

ball across

ble

Class 2A
Rank-School
FPV Red TP
1 0 Boro Cath
(9)10-0160
2 Glasgow
(1) 9-0145
3 Newp Cent Cath (7)9-1 141
4. Murray
- 9-1 96
5 Bardstown
- 9-1 87
6 Owen Co
-10-0 66
7 Somerset
- 6-4 57
8 Green Co
-7-3 52
9 Danville
- 7-3 41
9
10 Coy Holy Cross - 7-3 28
10
Others receiving votes 11. Leslie Co
20 12 Newport 9- 12, Walton-Verona
9 14. Lou Christian Academy 8 15,
Lou DeSales 4 15. Hancock Co 4 17,
Betsy Layne 3 17 Carroll Co 3

9 Anderson Co
- 8-2 32
9
10 Perry Co Central - 8-2 31
10
Others receiving votes 11 North Bullet
16 12 Southwestern 12 13 Cooper
5
14 Conner 2

Ground
Chuck
Family Pack

Fairgrounds
Hot Dogs

5 lb. bag

_edger & "Times

1300 Johnson Bit d.•2-V7534355

Beechwood
(1
(5
2)1"
9-1 168
54
2
1
3 Lou Holy Cross
- 9-1 126
3
4 Fairview
5 Hazard
-1"
- 7-2 10
22
3
5
4
6 Pikeville
- 8-2 83
6
7 Lou. Ky Coon Day- 8-2 57
8
8 Williamsburg
- 7-3 39
7
9 Eminence
54
9-1 34
19
10
9
10 Harlan
Others receiving votes 11, Frankfort
12 12, Raceland 9 13, Campbellsville
6 14. Russeaville 2.

photo provided
The local 7.0 mixed tennis team represented
Kentucky at Southerns on Oct. 14-1
6
in Macon, Ga. The Southern section is made
up of teams from Louisiana, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Mississipp
i, Alabama, Georgia, Arkansas,
and Kentucky. The team defeated mixed doub
les teams from North Carolina,
Louisiana, Alabama (A), and Tennessee(B)
to earn the right to play Tennessee (A),
the winner from the other bracket, in the final
s. Members are (Back row, left to
right) Boone Lane (captain), Ben Walker, Jona
than Miller and Chad McAlpin.
(Front row) Amy Lockwood, Elizabeth Moon
ey-Miller, Judy McBride, Addey Griffo
and Jamie Folz. The team advances to the Natio
nals in Tuscon, Arizona Nov. 1113. They must win their flight which includes
Florida, Northern (a Rochester, Minn
team representing Minn, South Dakota
and Wisconsin) and the Carribean
(includes Puerto Rico) in order to advance
to the finals.
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Kentucky AP Prep Football Poll
Oct. 31, 2011
Class 1A
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ytied
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From Pagel
scored the next three points.
then after Eastern Illinois tied
the game at 24-24, senior
Teresa Krog's kill put the
Racers up a point at 25-24.
Lia Havili then ended the
fourth set with an ace, forcing a
first to 15 fifth set.
Prior to the fifth set,
,Schwepker changed up his
strategy.
Instead of k motivational
speech to rally the troops,
Schwepker said he didn't say a
word.
"I said nothing. Absolutely
nothing. I just wanted them to
be relaxed," he said. "The girls
-were wearing arm bands, I just
had a senior (Krog) go around
and snap everyone's armband,
Just to get them thinking about

Business • Home i•1(or •Ikohl,• I,,
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Wylwood
Grissom's
Kasky's Cream Soup
Cut Sweet Potatoes Brown 'N Serve Rolls
Asst. Varieties
15 oz
, 2o:
10 5oz

son of3N

Solo
Wrightware Napkins
Plastic Cups
250 ct
20 ct

Morning Delight
Jumbo Biscuits
16 oz
Butter or Buttermilk

1.19

603 South 12th St.• Murray, KY • 270-753-9881
We re:;erve the right to limit quantities and correct print
ing errors

,
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News in Brief

WW

Natural gas cost even, other fuels up says PSC

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Public Service
Commission says the cost of natural gas should remain level over
the winter, but expects consumers will see increases in electric
bills.
About 44 percent of Kentucky homes are heated with natural
gas.
Another 39 percent of homeowners use electricity for heat. The
prediction is based on the base rate increases recently allowed and
the price of coal, which is used to generate electricity, according to
the Lexington Herald-Leader.
The commission also predicted higher heating costs for the 10
percent of homeowners who use propane and the 3 percent who
use fuel oil.
The estimates are based on the price of the fuels. The cost homeowners will pay also depends on the severity of the weather over
the winter.

4111P,-

Reports show Conway with campaign finance edge

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Democratic incumbent Jack
Conway had substantially more campaign cash to spend than his
Republican challenger heading into the stretch run of their campaign for attorney general, according to finance reports.
The report covering a more than two-week period ending in late
October showed Conway had $174,823 in the bank, while
Republican challenger Todd P'Pool had $17,610 on hand.
P'Pool campaign manager David Ray said Monday that the challenger has raised a substantial amount since the report, and has
enough campaign cash to schedule TV ads through the Nov. 8
election.
Conway in seeking a second term as Kentucky's chief law
enforcement officer has tapped into a fundraising.network developed from his three runs for statewide office since 2007.

GREG TRAVIS / Ledger & Times

SCENIC CLOUDS: These majestic-looking clouds were recently visible from a location along Brinn Road north of Murray. The
National Weather Service is predicting sunny skies for Wednesday and a chance of rain on Thursday.

the past week to contact their senators and ask them to vote against
Paul's amendment.
A similar, effort by Sen. Tom
Coburn, R-Okla., in September
would have eliminated the
requirement that states set aside a
portion of their transportation
funds for enhancements. It also
was defeated. Another effort in
October by Sen. John McCain, R"—
Ariz. was defeated as well.
Like Paul, the senators said
states should be able to spend all
their highwa'y aid on roads and
bridges if they want, especially
because many states have a backlog of road projects and structurally deficient bridges that need
to be repaired or replaced.
-

You're invited
t44111,
ARTRAGEOUS items from Stephanie Balmer
& Beaded Treasures by Mindy Wagner
•
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t

Friday, November 4th, 6pm-9pm
Saturday, November 5th, 9am-Noon
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and evaluate a child's ehviroitment and report back to the
court on behalf of the child.
CASA has 15 active volunteers who serve as special advocates and they currently serve
approximately 54 children.
Strickland said 108 have been
served so far this year.
"Last year our volunteer advocates donate& more than 2,000
hours of their time to 128

Staff Report
A Murray man is facing a
manufacturing
of
charge
methamphetamine after a
Monday arrest.
According to Major Jim
Osborne with the Murray Police
Department, MPD Det. Chris
Garland -and Deputy Charles
Tidwell with the Calloway
County Sheriffs Office were
conducting an- investigation
Monday on New Providence
Road in Calloway County.
While there, detail officers
observed a person known to
them as Anthony Allen, 25, of
Murray. Osborne said officers
knew Allen was currently be
sought in Calloway County for
contempt of court.
After observing Allen,officers
went to the residence,to apprehend him on an active warrant.
aslxime_noted that while taking
Allen into custody at the resi-

Open House.

al &

.From Front

abused and neglected children
in our family court system. Our
advocates are the backbone of
our program. Grants like
VOCA, community donations,
and corporate sponsorships help
ensure the best outcomes for the
children .we serve." stated
Strickland.
For more information about
CASA of 'Calloway and
Marshall counties, call 76101164 or email casacc@murrayky.net.

Murrayan faces drug-related charge

I.

Trendy tewehy6 Accessories. School Spirit Nur, Creative Canvases.
Personalized Potterx Horne Decor, tiaiday Items, Etc..,

DANVILLE, Ky.(AP)— Centre College in Danville has been
chosen for the 2012 vice presidential debate, marking the second
time for the Ovate, central Kentucky college to host the event.
The nonpartisan, nonprofit Commission on Presidential Debates
announced the choice Monday in a statement.
The vice presidential debate is scheduled fot Oct. 11.
Centre College hosted the 2000 vice presidential debate between
Republican Dick Cheney and Democratic U.S. Sen. Joe
Lieberman.
The three 2012 presidential debates will be at the University of
Denver; Hofstra University in Hempstead, N.Y.; and Lynn
University in Boca Raton, Fla.

•CASA, training...
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dence, officers reported they
observed items consistent with
the manufacturing (if methamphetamine. Osborne said officers then obtained a search warrant for a vehicle in which the
items were reportedly located.
During a search of the vehicle,
several items used to manufacture and use rnethamphetarnine
were allegedly- located.
Garland charged Allen with
one count of Manufacturing
Methamphetamine, Possession
of Drug Paraphernalia and one
count of Contempt of Court.
Officers were assisted on
scene by the Pennyrile
Narcotics Task Force.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

1109 Poplar Street • Murray, KY 42071 • p. 270.759.4063
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Friday, November 4, 2011 — Evening'Session
6:00pm
7:00pm
8:00pm

Are You a Good Candidate for Botox, Juvederm or Facial Cosmetic Surgery?
- Dr. Michael Bobo & Dr. MO Pledger
Botox & luvederm Clink
Benefits of Using Obagi Skin Care Products

Saturday, November 5, 2011 — Morning Session
Are You a Good Candidate for Botox. Juvederrn or Facial Cosmetic Surgery?
- 0r. Michael Bobo & Dr. Will Pledger
10:00am Botox & luveclerm Clink
11:00am Benefits of Using Obagi Skin Care Products

9:00am

Drawings for FREE Botox & luvederm Treatments During Each Session!
25% Off Obagi Skin Care Products & Latisse Eyelash Treatments!
25% Off All Facial Cosmetic Procedures Scheduled During the Open Housel

recent
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Centre College to host 2012 VP debate

Senate votes to spare money for bike paths
ing. movie theaters and turtle tun- categories, including bike and
By MAN LOWY
walking paths, bike lanes and
nels.
Associated Press
safety projects.
pedestrian
WASHINGTON (AP) — - But in many cases, these projthe misrepresencontinued
Paul
or
exaggerated
been
Republican senators failed ects have
telling senators
Tuesday,
tation
pot,
coffee
The
less
misrepresented.
in
effort
third
Tuesday in their
than two months to eliminate fed-,.. for example, didn't receive trans- ."this amendment simply takes
eral money for bike paths, walk- portation aid; the movie theater is funds from beautification and
ing trails and other transportation really a driver's education class- puts them into bridges."
The money for transportation
room; and the turtle tunnels are a
enhancement projects.
An amendment by Sen. Rand wildlife eco-passage that allows enhancements — $927 million for
Paul, R-Ky., was defeated by a animgs to cross a busy Florida this budget year — is.the largest
vote of 60 to 38: It would have highway so motorists won't source of federal funds for bicyforbidden the government from swerve to avoid killing them. . cling projects. While states -can
Also, landscaping and scenic use the federal aid for any of the
spending any money on enhancement projects and re-directed beautification is just one' of 12 12 categories, bike and walking
-areas that receive money through projects tend to receive about half
funds to bridge repairs.
the program. Paul's amendment the funds, supporters of the prothe
say
Paul and other critics
„
program is bankrolling extrava- would have barred states from gram said.
A national network 'of bicycle
gant projects, such as a giant using federal, transportation
roadside coffee-pot shaped build- money for any one of the dozen groups urged their Members over

HEAR

From Front
deuce in design suggests Syria
may have been pursuing two
routes to an atomic bomb: uranium as well as plutonium.
/ Details of the Syria-Khan connection were provided to the AP
by a senior diplomat with
knowledge of IAEA investigations and a former U.N. investigator. Both spoke on condition
of anonymity because of the
sensitivity of the issue.
The Syrian government did
not respond to a request for
comment. It jtas repeatedly
nuclear
pursuing
denied
weapons but also has stymied an
investigation into the site
bombed by Israel. It has not
responded to an IAEA request to
visit the Al-Hasakah complex,
the officials said.
IAEA officials contacted
Tuesday idg declined to com-

ment.

The IAEA's examination of
Syria's prOgrams has slowed as
world powers focus on a popular uprising in the country and
the government's violent crackdown.
Syria never has been seen as
being close to development of a
nuclear bomb. There also is no
indication that Damascus continues to work on a secret
nuclear program. If the facility
in Al-Hasakah was indeed
intended for uranium production, those plans appear to have
been abandoned and the path to
plutonium ended with the Israeli
bombing.
But Mark Hibbs, an analyst at
the nuclear policy program at
the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace who has
spoken to IAEA officials about
the Al-Hasakah complex, said it
is important to learn more
details about the buildings.
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by Melony Bray/Murray Calloway-County Hospital

HEART WALK: Employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital and their families, pictured,
recently participated in the American Heart Association Heart Walk, held at the CFSB Center
on campus at Murray State University.
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y that the chain, and has
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Photo by Kyser Lough , Murray-Calloway County Hospital

HOSPITAL COOKOUT: Firefighters with the Murray Fire Department grilled hamburgers and
hotdogs for the Fall 2011 Murray-Calloway County Hospital Employee Cookout. Friday. Oct.
28. In return for their cooking talents, MCCH made a donation to the MFD.
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Pictured are attendees at the recent fifth annual Practice Managers Luncheon hosted by
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
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Special lo the Ledger
The filth annual Practise
was
Luncheon
Managers
recently held at. Murray Calloway County. Hospital t(qmembers of MCCH's medical
staff. This provided an opportunity for area physician practice
mangers to get updates on current and future activities at•
MCCH.
There were several presenters
who addressed various topics ot
interest such as the Residential
Hospice House., Ph siciat:

Smoking
cessation
class is
offered
Special to the Ledger
Torn Cooper Was a Ilea\
smoker for 36 years, try ing eight
times to kick the habit. Yet. on
the ninth attempt. at age 57. Toni
tried something different and it
worked. Tom used common
sense, putting together nicotine
replacement therapy with a
smoking cessation program.
The Cooper-Clayton N.lethod
To Stop Smoking was developed by Thomas Cooper and
Richard Clayton and is a 13week program, which provides
weekly education sessions in
conjunction with , a warm.
accepting. support group envirOnment. The program encourages the use of nicotine replac.e-.
tnent therapy, but the support
group is crucial to being successful.
The Cooper-Clayton Method
is facilitated by healthcare professionals specially trained in
evaluating • individual smoking
patterns, introducing behavior
modification - techniques, leading group discussions, and minimizing relapse. The program
offers expertise. encouragement.
and the motivation needed to
become smoke-free.
The Center for Health &
Wellness will be offering this
every
program
13-week
Tuesday from 5:30-6:30 p.m.
beginning Tuesday. Jan. 3, 2012.
The Cooper-Clayton class i s
being presented by the Murray Calloway County Hospital and
the Center for Health &
Wellness.
Pre-registration is required. To
regjster,• or for more information, please pall the Center for
Health & Wellness at 762-1348.
According to the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention.
smoking is associated with:
Coronary heart disease, the leading cause of death in the United
States; cancer; infertility, preterm delivery; low birth iveight
babies:• Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome (SIDS).

Recruitment ,\ctiYities. 2012
Endowment tor Healthcare
Campaign.. Meditech updates
and pe‘N, pli.ician introduction.. I here w-iii,r4L.ilso door
mic gi‘ea w .i
r several
lucks recipients.
the luncheon is an opportunity '1,4- AlcCH to show our
stippon Or their ettons and to

recognize the- contribution that
each and every one of them
makes to the overall success of
their physician practices." said
Vicki Emerson, Medical Staff
Resources Coordinator. "I feel
they are .integral parts of our
health care team in how they
support the physicians. allowing
them to focus on the patients."

Photo by Kyser Lough / Murray-Cailoway County Hospital
SCHOOL TOUR: The entire kindergarten class at Hickman County Elementary School recently visited Murray-Calloway County Hospital for a tour. The sixty students toured a patient room
and an ambulance, met a newborn infant in the maternity ward and saw how X-ray machines
work. Pictured are file-students and teachers with Jetty Penner, MCCH CEO. -

Charette & Morgan
Orthopaedics

ORTHOPAEDIC CARE

It All Starts Here .
Al Charette & Morgan Orthopaedics we care about our patients.
That's why we specialize in offering the latest techniques with the
quickest and safest approach.
With an exceptional reputation for providing quality care. Dr.
Charette and Dr. Morgan, who are both Board Certified and
Fellowship trained, specialize in total hip and total knee
replacements.
Their expertise speaks for itself! If you're in need of orthopaedic
services there's no need to go anywhete else - you can count on
Charette & Morgan Orthopaedics to keep you moving arid feeling
great.

Specializing In:
Arthritis Surgery
• Carpal Tunnel Surgery
• General Orthopaedics
• Hip & Knee Surgery
• Foot & Anlde Surgery
• Arthroscopic Shoulder Surgery
• Minimally Invasive Rotator Cuff Surgery

Dr. Ray Charette
Board Certified 8 Fellowship trained
37 Yea f Experience

• Sports Methane

Dr Dgrek Morgan .
Soard Certified
Fellowship trained at Stanford

• Total Joint Replacements

270.761.5756
Charette & Morgan Orthopaedics
300 South tr Street
382 West - Medical Arts Buildind
Murray, KY 42071

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

CHAREI i i. & MORGAN ORTHOPAEDICS
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Legal

Help Wanted

Notice

Growing local business seeks
TWO full-time employees!

PURSUANT TO KRS 424.290,"MATTERS REQUIRED TO BE PUBLISHED,"
THE FOLLOWING RACES WILL APPEAR ON THE VOTING MACHINES
AND PAPER BALLOTS IN THE PRECINCTS LISTED IN CALLOWAY COUNTY
FOR THE GENERAL ELECTION, NOVEMBER 8, 2011.

Client Relations Manager:
Oversees client/caregiver relatiOns. conducts
monthly supervisory visits, execute marketing
program and rotates on -call duties
Staff Development Coordinator:
Handles scheduling for chents/caregivers,
manages daily office activities, and rotates
on-call duties

OFFICIAL BALLOT FOR CALLOWAY COUNTY
GENERAL ELECTION HELD ON TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2011
Instruction Text:
Please use a black or blue pen to mark your
ballot. To vote for your choice In each
contest, completely flli in the box provided to
the left of your choice
STRAIGHT PARTY

MURRAY #2, #3, #4, & #7, NEW CONCORD,
CLAYTON CREEK, CHERRY CORNER, AND
PANORAMA

,...,... •

•$5,00
owne
•$1,-00
Corn.
•Com.
Plus
•Regio
.Good
•Local
.Tank
Must
Call

Qualified candidates should have reliable
transportation, no criminal background,
min. 1 year healthcare or related
experience, and Consistent work history
with references. Managerial experience is
preferred but not necessary.'

CONSTABLE
2nd Magisterial District
(Unexpired Term) (Vote for One)
Write-in

DRIVE'

VISA

010

010
Legal
Notice

4

.

•

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

Ou

I=1

Pra
Full t

For more information call
1-877-452-2975
Send resumes to
lalowrance@apchomecare.com

ARIlir
REMBLIGA.ft DIDMOCWIC LIBeif.
PARTS
PARTS
PARTY

MI

Republican Party

/I

Democratic Party

Seeking manager for 60 unit apartment

EN

Libertarian Party

complex. Duties include leasing units, supervising,

Phys
he:

122

maintenance, working with contractors and

GOVERNOR
and
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
(Vote for One) '
MB David L. WILLIAMS
Richie FARMER

complying with governmpnt regulations.
Flexible part-time 30 hours weekly at $9.00/hr
Must ienioy working with people and paperwork

REP

Must be a motivated self starter with the ability

Steven L. BESHEAR
Jerry E ABRAMSON

DEM

IIIII

Gatewood GALBRAITH
Dea RILEY

IND

II.

Write-In

MI

SECRETARY of STATE
(Vote for One)
El Bill JOHNSON

to focus and prioritize EEO-TDD711.
Contact Vanessa © 270-437-4113 or
270-851-3681 for additional information

LOCAL COMPANY IS SEEKING TO EMPLOY
A QUALIFIED SHOP MAINTENANCE
PERSON WHOSE RESPONSIBILITIES WILL
INCLUDE GENERAL MAINTENANCE AND
RECORDKEEPING OF COMPANY
EQUIPMENT AND VEHICLES AND
OVERSEEING SHOP CLEANLINESS AND
ORGANIZATION, WELDING, MECHANICAL.
SUPERVISORY. AND INVENTORY TYPE
EXPERIENCE A PLUS, THIS POSITION MAY
REQUrRE SOME TRAVEL. FULL TIME
POSITION WITH MEDICAL, RETIREMENT,
HOLIDAY, AND VACATION BENEFITS, ALL
APPLICANTS MUST BE MECHANICALLY
INCLINED, HARDWORKING. AND
SELF-MOTIVATED INDIVIDUALS WITH A
POSITIVE ATTITUDE.
SEND RESUME'S TO
PO BOX 1040-M
MURRAY, KY 42071

REP

I. Alison Lundergan GRIMES DEM
MI

Write-in

ATTORNEY GENERAL
(Vote for One)
IN Todd P'POOL
ROI

Jack CONWAY

Ell

Write-in

REP
DEM

AUDITOR of PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
(Vote for One)
REP
John T. KEMPER III
MI

INN

Adam H EDELEN

Ell

Wrtte-in

STATE TREASURER
(Vote for One)
MI K. C. '
CROSBIE

SUBSCRIBE

Kenneth C
MOELLMAN JR.

LIB

MI

Write-in

JUST giv

we'll be gl
Your love
try t
'Cause w
Furry or

Call 7

2 Inside
positions
Salary +
FT/PT call
767-2249
rick@pecopr

&ather tip
1

Subscribe to the
MURRAY

LEDGER &TIllES

REP
DEM

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.
$30.00
$30.00
1 6 mo.
$55.00 3 mo.
$55.00
1 yr.
$105.00 6 mo.
$105.00
1
yr.
1

Write-In

COUNTY SURVEYOR
(Unexpired Term) (Vote for One)
Mil Write-in
,

of KY/TN
1 Rest
tetleiewr & Hu,.ttmalll

ALL PRECINCTS

1 3 mo
6 mo.
1 1 yr
Check

020
The Housing Authority of Fulton will receive sealed
bids for the installation of solar water heating systems
in 16 units until 1 00 pm prevailing time on
November 17. 2011, at the office of the Housing
Authority of Fulton, P0 Box 1497, 201 North
Highland Drive. Futton. KY. at which time and place
all bids will be publicly opened and read aloud
Interested parties should contact the Housing
Authority of Fulton. 201 North Highland Drive. Futton,
KY 42041 for a hill bid package Copies of Me
documents may be purchased from the Housing

Authority. 270-472-1115, for $5000 per set, refundable on return in good condition A Pre-bid optional
meeting will be held at 1.00 p m Thursday.
November 10, 2011

050

Help

11.11

In

ity whatso
activities.

060

REP
DEM

Robert "Bob" FARMER

THE Murr,
Times cc
sources, r
inaccuraci
Readers
informatio
their own n
persons
rues mend
are believ
utablei T
Ledger &
any of its
accept any

Friends
Ledger

L. J. "Todd'
HOLLENBACH

ON

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

DEM

MI

COMMISSIONER
of AGRICULTURE
(Vote for One)
II=1 James R. COMER

020

Notice

oltn2tr
, eyour
Special
•need a place to
tweet?
• Rest The
%%odium of
The World Hall
WM 759-4977- Pay
01412-1$05- Nield

RITA'S NEAT
REPEATS
Halloween Costume
Rentals
Adult S-3X • $12-30
605 S. 12th St
(270)762-0207

AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Free
Pallets

$40.00
$80.00
$120.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
6 mo.
$145.00
1 )r.

Money Order

Visa

Name
I St. Address
City
I State

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls
I.
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YARD SALE

11.1

405 JACKSON STREET

IES
—ROO a.m.

— lion.9 a.m.
— lion.12 p.m.
—

Tuelp.m.

— 144e11.12

The City of Murray has the
following job opportunities:
POLICE OFFICER (Certified)
Starting pay rate.
$12.67 per hour
POLICE OFFICER RECRUIT
Starting pay rate: $11.84 per hour
Apply at www.murrayky.gov
Questions: Contact the HR Department
at 270-762-0350 •
Deadline for receiving applications:
4:00 p.m. Friday, November 4, 2011
The City of Murray is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

— Thur.12 p.m.

QU,q,TY
ARR1FRS

VISA

lp Wanted

s seeks
,yees!
3ger:
S. conducts
e marketing
duties
dinator:
aregivers.
nd rotates

lye reliable
kground,
elated
irk history
perience is
;ary. '

Immediate Openings for
CDL-A drivers!
*$5,000 Sign-on BONUS for
owner operators
•$1,000 Sign-on BONUS for
Company Drivers
*Company Drivers Avg. $1,000
Plus per week
•Regional & OTR Lanes
'Good Weekly Hometime
*Local, Regional, & OTR
*Tank & Hazmat Required, or
Must be Willing to Obtain
Call Scott: 888-472-6440 or apply at:
www.Work4QC.com

Full Time Nurse
Practitioner or PA Needed
time board certified Family
Nurse Practitioner or
Physicians assistant applicants
needed for rapidly growing
family practice clinic.
Full

n call

are.com

'ment
)its, supervising

:tors and
bons.

, at $9.00Thr

id paperwork

Qualified applicants
may apply at:
1225 Spring St. Dover, TN
or send resume to:
PO Box 219
Dover, TN 37058

ith the ability

'11.

7-4113 or

formation

TO EMPLOY
NANCE
LITIES WILL
ANCE AND
vIPANY
iS AND
NESS AND
.CHANICAL
)RY TYPE
SITION MAY
JLL TIME
TIREMENT.
EFITS ALL
ANICALLY
3, AND
.S WITH A

IPLOYER

‘Notice
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources, reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
050
Lost and Found
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

2 Inside Sales Rep
positions
available.
Salary + commision.
FT/PT call Rick
767-2249
rick@pecoproducts.com

ii

Mail

Ii

530.00
$55.00
$105.00

her Ntail.
riptions
$75.00
$96.00
$145.00
'

'Ill
es

11.

C.
A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for full time housekeeping personnel, warehouse associates, anddrivers. Must have prey
o
i
us
experience.Please visit
www.chuckjones.net
for more information
and on how to apply.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpagc at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you.

C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment that will
begin in December:
Customer
Service
Representative
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
1st 2nd & 3rd shifts
Please submit your
resume
to
careers@ chuckjones.n
et or apply in person at
306 Andrus Dr, Murray,
KY
V
i
s
i • •t
www.chuckjones.net
for
complete
job
descriptions and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Please
send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071.
GIBSON Truck Lines is
taking applications for
full-time OTR drivers
and part-time drivers.
Must pass DOT D/S
and physical, be at
least 25 yrs. old, have
at 3 yrs. verifiable OTR
experience in last 5
yrs., no accidents or
major violations, on
MVR. Pay rate up to
.36cpm based on experience and qualifications. M-F 8 to 4.
270-767-0191.
HOME Health Plus is
looking for immediate
hire of Full-Time / Parttime
Registered
Nurses
to
serve
Calloway
County.
Home Health experience preferred but is
riot required. Home
Health Plus offers • a
competitive salary with
an excellent benefit
package. EOE Please
e-mail resumes to
mfowler@ hhpky.com
or fax to 270-753-4181
LICENSED massage
therapist wanted
Please send resumes
to: Calloway County
Chiropractic/The
Retreat
PO Box 1042, Murray.
KY 42071

"SIC

7:00 - DARK
RAIN OR SHINE!

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

LOCAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
IS LOOKING FOR AN
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN:
JOB REQUIREMENTS:
-SOLDERING SKILLS
A MUST (PREFERABLY SURFACE
MOUNT)
-KNOWLEDGE AND
USE OF DVM AND
LAB SCOPE
REQUIRED
-JOB ALSO WILL
INCLUDE GENERAL
ELECTRONIC
ASSEMBLY,PROGRAMMINGTTESTING
OF FINISHED PRODUCT AND
SHIPPING.
SEND RESUMES TO.
NUMERITEX DISPLAYS, INC.
P.O. BOX 88
MURRAY KY 42071
ATTN: HUMAN
RESOURCES/JULIE
LOCAL
respiratory
company looking for
person who has good
phone skills, interpersonal skills, detail oriented, and self motivated< Experience in medical field is preferred,
but not required. Fax
resume.
866-855-6341.
Needing a few good
auto body men Apply
in person at Parker
Ford Body Shop
NOW hiring local company now has several
full time positions available in our customer
service department, no
experience necessary
company training provided. Must be 'highschool grad and able to
start imed, all positions
are permanent with
rapid advance, position
starts at $489.00 per
week plus bonuses for
interview call
759-6675.
PADUCAH January 327, 2012, Real Estate
Licensing Class. Free
info: text/call
270-223-0789
PAINT Plus Flooring.
high pace retail sales
position,
computer
skills, color and decor
knowledge, Must apply
in person. 270-7594979. 1204 Johnson
Blvd. Murray. KY.
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202
SEAMSTRESS & cutter. 270-753-3753

Computers
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

HAVE
WORKING
225BTU
NATURAL
GAS HEATER
BUY/TRADE
FOR
WORKING
125BTU HEATER
270-759-0690
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

cS'alato Vie& Tete/wow
,k'IRIBUTE TO VETER kN'S DAY

November II, 2011
a

In Honor of
Stephen Webb Jr.
Master Sergeant
U.S. Air Force
1990-Currently Serving
We are proud of your
service to our country
Your Family }

a
od

Want to Buy
GOOD used air condi
ioner, used carpeting
stove,
refrigerator
electric & gas heater
storm windows
753-4109

—AM"

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

060

GROWING
Home
Health Agency seeks a
self motivated, enthusiastic professional individual for Marketing
position.
Candidate
will
be
responsible for maintaining and increasing
referral base as well as
developing
relationships with Physicians.
Case
Managers,
Social
Workers,
Hospitals,
Clinics,
Skilled Facilities, Adult
Day Care
Centers,
and
Community. Position
will be full time with
excellent
benefits.
Area covered
would be Calloway
County and surrounding
areas.
Home
Health. care experience preferred. Please
E-mail resume to:
mfowler@hhpky.com
or mail resume to:
1900 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Marianne Fowler

at" iier-r14
,
'
..407A22

We Offer:
'All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Nalp %Mad
DRIVERS-

frt. 10

aior6, your
our

PURYEAR, TN.

Older Madame Alexander baby dolls still in onginal
boxes, Vera Bradley bags, roll top desk, queen
size bed with mattresses, oak entertainment center. sewing machine & cabinet with electnc
nautical home decor, lamps, flower arrangements,
plus size prom dresses David's Bndal, Much Morel

‘Nednesday, Nosember 2, 2011 • 3B

GARLAND
RENTAL1
if you've got it we can store It

Only $11 per spot • lone person. 20 word limit

a

INnible spots: $18 •(441 word limit

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

a

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance

a

Deadline: Monday, November 7
at 5:00 p.m.
LeAliLER
u
&TIMES

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Classified Dept. 753-1916

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

44 Ilk

'"wetk
ib

270-753-2905

150

460
Homes For Sale

Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER S
COINS
has
bargains
at
Trends-N -Treasures
Buy/appraise
coins
270-753-4161
PULL behind leaf vac
self dumps 5hp Briggs
& Stratton motor nearty
new. Price $550.00
753-3143.
Suntan bed like new w/
new bulbs. $800/0.B.0
474-8475

NOW LEASING
1, 2 8 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers *
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

Appliances

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713

2009 single wide 3BR.
2BA. 24 cabinets in
kitchen.
Must
be
moved. 270-293-5129

2BR, newly remodeled
near lake, no pets.
$600- includes utilities
plus deposit
227-0004
Nice 2BR. No pets
753-9866

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, pnvate, $296/mo
plus $425 sec. dep.
474-2520
APARTMENT
for
Lease.
Campus
Core(campus suites)
Murray. $250.00 per
month first 2 months.
$349.00 per month
after that. 3 bedroom/3
bath, common living
space, all
utilities
included. 2 male roommates.
PH
270.703.7654

2BR,
IBA.
2-car
garage large yard. par
tially fenced. S550 plus
security 978-7441
3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath,
unfurn, city schools,
central heat & air,
stove, fridge, dishwasher. W.,'D hookup.
2-car
garage. big
fenced back yard,
Melrose Drive, Annual
lease $875, Tel.
270-873-4791.
•

Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
IBR & 2BR Apt,
270-753-8556
TIM 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
.0Equal opponunny

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 26R units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impair pent
accessible.
Phone
492-8721. *Mo
&
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No,
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
Hazel Apartments, 1st
and Center St. Hazel
KY is taking applications for 1 & 2BR apts.
Must be elderly, handicapped, or disabled.
Rent based on income.
Equal housing opportunity. Call 270-527-1311
during regular business
hours. TDD 711

NORTHWOOD
STORAGE
1302 Hillwood Dr.
•6x20
•6X24
•10X20
•10X24
(270)978-1107
(270) 978-1109
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF . +1$750.00/month.
270-492-8211
Pets & Supplies

3-5BR available now.
Walking distance to
MSU. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898
3BR, 1.5BA, all appliances,
gas/electric
heat. 1 yr lease, security deposit & references. $600/mo. 1305
Vine St. 270-519-2699
CLOSE to campus' 4
bedroom rental house.
References. 1 year
lease. Available immediately.
No
pets.
$750/mo
$750/dep
436-5085
MSU students welcome
SBR. 1 BA,
C/H/A,
detached
garage. W/D included.
1 year lease, no pets.
1MI West of Murray city
limits on US 121 N.
$650(mo. S650/security deposit. Call Judy 0
270-753-1718

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20 50
753-7668

1st Full Mo. Rent Free

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs

Services Offered

Storage Rentals

Houses For Rent

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

530

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. At. 121S
Murray. KY 42071

270-753-5562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Clendak.

10X10525 10x15 $40
12701 436-2524
(2701 293-6906

Border Collie pups
Males, full blooded, no
papers,
shots
&
wormed. $150.
293-6180
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
Free cats and kittens
270-556-5352
Miniature Dachshund
Female? 8wks old.
$250.00.753-6619
leave msg

Mt.," i edger & limes lair
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460
Homes For Sale
2.5 story brick house
with barn on 8 scenic
acres. Price reduced
Call 293-7252 to view
3BR. 2.5BA. 1,650 sqft
brick w/ vinyl trim
Conveniently located.
Near new HVAC„gutters. & appliances.
$121.500. Call
227-5432, 293-9947

OPEN HOUSE 128 GEURIN RD.
NOV. 6 • 2:00-4:00 P.M.

Beautiful brick home,
2,000sqft, 3BR, 3BA, 2
car garage. carport.
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249,000 00
731-247-6193

Gallimore

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Propert)
Professionals
293-7872

Electrical Contractors, LLC

Commerclal/Residential
James C. Gallimore
www.geclIc.weebly.0041
(270) 759-0890

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032
Price reduced. 3 acres.
3BR, 2BA, brick hotse.
Great condition & modernized. $119.000 270705-3612
Two story 38R. 1BA.
All appliances included
on 4 acres. Located
between
Wildcat
Recreation Area and
Irvin Cobb Resort.
$64,000.00. 293-5587

CBIUsed Cars

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors
Repairs, workers comp
Insured.
227-2617
All Carpentry 8
Handyman Service
Over 25 years. Call
Dart, Murray arda.
519-8570.

STUMP
REMOVAL
Free Estimates

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461
97 Honda Accord LX.
141K
miles.
A/C.
cruise, CD-changpr,
power doors. +kindoslis
dependable
car.
$2.750. Contact 2279846
Used Trucks
2007 Dodge Ram
1500, 4x4, red, 4dr
hem. 20 wheels
293-1328 ,

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267
227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
Remodel,
additons,
decks, vinyl siding
home/ mobile home
repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-0353

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
...tulle
270-210-6267
LOCAL-TREE Service
Tree Removal
Trimming
Stump Grinding
& More
Fully Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. glitters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

38R, 2.5BA custom built home on 62 acres.
Ten miles from Murray. Minutes from Kentucky
Lake. 2.200 sq.ft. Large deck, bonus room. loft.
Priced to sell at $310,000. 978-1142

5.

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Insured

ALLCARE
TREE SERVICE
270-627-1 1 20
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator, back hoe.
hauling. Accept major
credit cards 978-0343

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pa'. Mg. Se:deflating
& Hauling
TON%'IRAN IS

270-753-2279
2 B's CLEANING
SERVICE
Res./Comm
Top to Bottom
No job too big
or too small

(270) 227-6337

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Tnmming
*Removal
'Slump Grinding
'Firewood
•Insur,ecf,\

(270) 489-2839
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
General Contractor
*Adz/mons
•Kitchens ti Bathrooms
•Derks & Outtlintr
Kitchens
Licensed .& Insured

(270)226-5444,
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & special pickup,
• locally owned/operated

759-1151; 293-2783
293-2784
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Wier Septic Muds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
070)293-8686

HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service

270-293-8192
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It All'
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
nr visit Our website
kentuckylake
remodeling.com
FREE ESTIMATES

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
•Discovery Flight
(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

FREE
PICK UP

Jones Roofing Co.
*Tear Offs
•Recovers •Rebeirs
Locally owned
Licensed & Insured
"Quality
workmanship you
can depend on!"

293-0354
KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
$S We will save
YOU money $S
Free Estimates
References

(270)703-0978
(270) 205-6063
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
Serving Murray
Calloway County for
over 40 years
Free estimates.
270-753-5827
MITCHELL'S

270-293-5624

LAWN &
LANDSCAPIN

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales,
& Maintenance

Owner:
Grog blansfisid
(270) 293-8480

Dirt Well,

Dozer Work
Tractor Work
Bush Hogging

227-0906
FREE E:TIMATES

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADVERTISERS: You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250
with one order, one
payment For information, contact the classified department of this
newspaper or cat KPS
1-502-223-8821
AUCTIONS
Absolute Auction 100+
Classic cars. Sat.,
Nov. 5th, 9am.
Advertising memorabilia Fri., Nov. 4th
_5:30m. Red Boiling
Springs, TN www.millsauctions.com Phone
270-239-7711 Firm#
4698 Russell Mills
Auctioneer.
Absolute Auction. 75
acre horse farm. Brick
home, 2 barns, 40
stalls. Paris, KY.
November 12th at
11:00 a.m. Coldwell
Banker McMahan
Auctioneers.(270)2348600. www.cbm-auctions.com
MAJOR LAND AUCTION- 5228+/- Acres
sold in 35 tracts.
Tracts located in
Benton, Henry, Carroll,
• Perry Counties in
Tennessee and
Calloway County,
Kentucky. SALE A held
Thursday, November
17, at 2PM at Paris
Convention Center in
Paris. TN. SALE B
held Friday November
18, at 1PM at Perry
County Community
Building in Linden. TN.

EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
SAWMILLS frOm only
$3997- MAKE Money
& Save Money with
your own bandmill- Cut
Lumber any dimension. In stock ready to
Ship FREE info &
DVD.
WWW.NorwoodSawmills

com 1-800-578-1363
Ext.300N
HELP WANTED
NUCLEAR POWER
Paid Training, great
salary, benefits, $ for
school. Gain valued
skills. No exp. needed.
HS Grads ages 17-34.
Call Mon-Fri (800)2821384
INSTRUCTIONAL
Airlines Are HiringTrain for high paying
Aviation Career. FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified. Job placement
assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-207-

out children $99.95.
Includes name change
and property settlement agreement.
FREE information.
SAVE hundreds. Fast
and easy. Call 1-888789-0198 247

2053
ALLIED HEALTH
Career TrainingAttend college 100%
online. Job placement
assistance Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. SCHEV
certified. Call 800-4819409
www CenturaOnline.co

ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home.
'Medical. •Business.
Paralegal.
'Accounting. 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available.-Ftrianeiala qualified. Call 866460-9765
www.CenturaOnline.co

LIVESTOCK/LIVESTOCK FOR SALE
CENTRAL KENTUCKY PREMIER
HEIFER SALE
Saturday, November 5.
2011, 1:00P.M. Marion
County Fairgrounds,
Lebanon, KY. Selling
225 SPRING CALVING HEIFERS. See
Website
WWW.HEIFERSALES.COM DAVID
SANDUSKY (270)6927793

TRUCK DRIVER!
HELP WANTED
$1,000 Sign-On
Bonus. Class-A CDL
Drivers. Teams
(Automotive parts)(.50
per mile) Solo Drivers
(Van & Flatbed) Local
(Sign-on bonus does
not apply) Full Benefit
Package. Home
-Weekly. Safety Bonus'
Call Linda 1-800-8600889; 1-502-863-0108
•
25 Driver Trainees
Needed! Learn to drive
for TMC
Transportation! Earn
$750 per week! No
experience needed!
Local CDL Training!
Job ready in 3 weeks!
1-877-243-1812

MANUFACTURED
HOMES
$23,800 Brand Ne.v
3BR Mobile Home
ONLY 2 Lett!!! 1-866304-5669
SERVICES
DIVORCE with or with-

APPLY NOW! CDL
Driver trainees in
demand! Get your
CDL Training in 16
days at Truck America
Training and go to
work! VA Approved/
Tuition Financing
Available 1st year avg
$38-$40.000 per ATA
(502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644
CALL NOW!
International Truck
Driving School/ BIH
Trucking Company
Now taking Students!
No CM., No problem'
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified, or

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Murray Ledger & Times

SUDOKU

Suctoku i5 a number-ptactng puzzle hasecl on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The obtect is to place the numbers 1 to 9
an the empty squares so that each row each Column ana each
3x3 box contains the same number Only once The cirthculty level
)f the COnceptis SudOku increases from Monday to Sialgay

Concepts SudoKu

DtrAtt Greett

*Seal coating &
striping
40 yrS PxperiPncr-

(270)759-0501

David's Home
Improvement

tic
Fors
Water Darr
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Wnilt
.'isa & ktasterCarn Accepter!

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
Financing available.
888-780-5539
CDL TrainingCAREER CENTRAL.
No Money Down CDL
Training Work for us or
let us work for you!
Unbeatable Career
Opportunities. 'Trainee
'Company Onver
'Lease Operator Earn
up to $51k 'Lease
Trainers earn up to
$80k (877)369-7192
www.centraltruckdrivingtobs.com
CDL-A Regional
Drivers EARN MORE!
37 cpm w/1+ years
experience. Top Out
Pay 42.5 cpm. 4-12
Months Experience?
Paid Refresher Course
,Available. 888-3628608 or
AVER1TTcareers.com.

T
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Equal Opportunity
Employer.
Driver- CDL-A
Experience Pays! up
to $3,000 Sign-On
Bonus! Gall us today!
6 mo. OTR exp. &
CDL Req'd. 888-3787137
www.usatruck lobs
Drivers- CDL-A DRIVERS NEEDED!! Start
up to 44c per mile!!
Lease Purchase
Available! Great
Hometime Experience
Req'd. 800-441-4271
xKY-100
HornadyTransportation
.COM

Drivers- No experience- No Problem.
100% Paid CDL
Training. Immediate
Benefits 20/10 pro-

First Lady Jane Beshear announces
Top 10 2011 Fall Reading List
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. - In an'
effort to-increase youth readership, First Lady Jane Beshear
recently announced her Top 10
Fall Reads as a part of the First
Reading
Lady's
Recommendations Initiative.
"In this age of telev,ision,
computers and cellphones. I
can't stress enough the importance of encouraging children
and teens to expand their minds
through reading," said Beshear.
"Delving in to a quality book
'develops a child's imagination
and critical thinking skills in a
way that-can't be tapped through
other mediums. Many of my
selections this season feature
mysteries and otherworldly
characters to engage young
minds as they curl up to read in
the upcoming autumn months."
Beshear introduced the
Reading Recommendations program in the summer of 2009 and
issues reading lists four times
per year.
2011 Fall Reading List
1. "It's the Great Pumpkin.
Charlie Brown" by Charles M.
Schulz (Ages 4-8)"Most people
are familiar . with this annual
Halloween television special,
but the book should also be a
yearly read for any -child anticipating this spooky holiday. Each
member of the familiar 'Peanuts
Gang'takes an active role in this
tale - from Snoopy's flyer fight
with the Red Baron to Lucy
pleading for Charlie Brown to
kick the football t*Linus camp-

ing out in the pumpkin patch to
-sneak of peak of-the infamous'
'Great Pumpkin.'2. "The Hound of the
Baskervilles" by Sir Ar.thur
Conan Doyle (Ages 13 and up)
"The well-known, cunning
English detective Sherlock
Holmes leaves his ever-faithful
and resolute assistant Dr.
Watson alone during most of
adventure.
mystery
this
Comprised of several mini-mysteries, the main secrecy to
uncover in this story is who
killed_ Sir Charles Baskerville.
Could it have been the mythical
dog notorious for taking out'
Baskerville descendents or perhaps another sly antagonist with
hidden motives?"
3.-The Little Old Lady Who
Was Not Afraid of Anything" by
Linda Williams (Ages 4-8)
"Perfect for . both independent
reading and telling alotid, this
clever story uses onomatoptieia
to bring to life a fearless older
woman's walk through the
woods. During her autumn
evening stroll, she encounters an
array of objects that attempt to
scare I r but prove unsuccessful. When she makes it home at
the end of the tale, the entity that
knocks on her door provides an
inevitable surprise."
4. "Coraline" By Neil
Gaiman (Ages 9-12)"This New
York Times Bestselling novel
features Coraline, a young girl
who lives with her preoccupied
parents in part of a huge old
house. As Coraline explores the

house one rainy day, she finds a
door that opens into an entirely
alternate universe with unusual
characters, including people that
mirror the ones in her real life."
5. "Go Away Big Green
Monster" by Ed Emberley
(Ages birth - preschool) -This
Caldecott Medalist-winner features bold colors and clever
graphics that are certain to stimulate infants' and toddlers'
minds. With each turn of the
page, a new feature of the monster's face is revealed until the
creature is luny unmasked and
his scary characteristics then
disappear one-by-one."
6. "The Westing Game" by
Ellen Raskin (Ages 9-12)
."Filled with intrigue. wit and
suspense-this novel involves
an unlikely assortment of possible heirs who are invited to the
reading of Samuel W. Westing's
will. Whoever solves Mr.
Westing's mysterious murder,
will inherit his millions."
7. "Who Came Down That
Road?" By George Ella Lyon
(Ages 4-8) "Kentucky-native
author George Ella Lyon portrays a poetic lesson in history
through this timeless tale. A
mother and child travel down an
old pathway that spurs gnlightenment about historic people
and animals that include Civil
War soldiers, early settlers.
Shawnee Indians, buffalo and
mammoths."
8. "The Witches" by Roald
Dahl (Ages 9-12) "This book
tells a funny and inventive story

25
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4 3 5
9 1 7
2 8 6
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7 9 4
5 2 1
1 4 9
8 5 2
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6
9
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8
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46
gram. Trainers Earn up
to 49c per mile! CRST
Van Expedited 800326-2778
www.JoinCRST.corn
Drivers- Owner
Operators Needed!
Dedicated runs from
KY to Louisiana and
Texas and back to KY.
Have Regional and
Long haul as well.
Vans, Flats, Reefers
and Step decks welcome. Must have own
tractor. Trailers available. Call anytime at
502-797-1344.
Drivers: Solos/ Teams/
Owner Operators. Pick
Your Own Home Time!
49+ cpm Teams. 39+
cpm Solos. Great
Benefits. Pets
Welcome. CDL-A, 1 year experience 877-

1 2 6
4 8 5
3 7 9
9 5 7
2 1 8
6 4 3
8 3 2
7 6 4
5 9-1

7 8
2 3
4 1
1 4
6 5
9 7
5 6
3 9
82

9
6
5
2
3
8
7
1
4
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334-9677
www drive4ndl corn
DRIVERS STOP ...and
LOOK NO FURTHER... We have the
Job for YOU!!! LocalHome Daily! Hiring in
Louisville. Lexington &
Cincinnati Areas, Great
Pay & Benefits. 877473-3935
www.abdrivers.com
Drivers: Van/ Flatbed.
Great Hometime- $.40
loaded/ .27 empty+
Fees, Premiums & Pd
Vacation. CDL-A
23yoa & 1yr. Recent
TiT or Flatbed exp.
877-261-2101 flatbediobs.info OR schillispecializedinfo
Flatbed Drivers New
Pay Scale- Start C
.37cpm. Up to .04cpm

Horoscope

Mileage Bonus Home
Weekends Insurance
& 401K Apply
Boydandsons com
800-648-9915
Run with A Leader! Dry
Van and Flatbed
Freight! Offering Top
Miles, Excellent
Equipment,,Benefits
After 90 Days and
Regular Homettme.
CDL-A, 6mo. OTR.
888-801-5295
Tanker & Flatbed
Independent
Contractors!'Top
Earnings potential
'100% Fuel
Surcharge- Own your
own business! Call
PRIME INC. Today
800-277-0212 or
www.primeinc.com
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by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Nov. 3, 2011:
Create a very special spot in your immediate circle or family. Note a
tug of war between public and personal commitments. Though you
might believe this is an either/or choice, it might not be. If you are
single. you might yearn to settle down. You will meet some great
about a young boy who discov- people. Take a-relationship slow this-year: Let -this person see you as
ers his grandmother's . tales you are. If you are attached. the -IWO of you need to share more of
about real-life witches are true. your daily life with each other. AQUARIUS can be challenging.
In this world witches don't fly
on broomsticks or wear black The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4hats-they dress in ordinary Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
clothes, have every.clay jobs and
are difficult to spot. After the ARIES (March 21-April 19)
boy discovers the witches' plot **** You might decide to pursue an unexpected course or directo turn all children in to mice, he tion. Know when to say you have had enough. The best place to
teams up with his friend and make a decision from is detachment. Tonight: Find your friends.
somewhat-magical grandmother TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Step on stage, understanding others expectations. Your precito expose and stop them."
9. "The Book Thiel' by sion draws a strong reaction. Clearly this person doesn't agree with
take a risk.
Markus Zusak (Ages 13 and up) you. Is it important that he or she does? Be willing to
be.
need
as
late
as
only
Work
Tonight:
"Set in Germany during World
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
War II, this highly-touted New ****
You could be in a substantially different position from in the
York Times Bestseller follows a recent past. Think positively about what you need to do in order to
young foster girl named Leisel push an idea through. Travel, a new perspective and comprehension
as she collects stolen books and braid together. Do more listening. Tonight: Let your imaginatioh
a unique set of friends. The choose.
novel is narrated by Death, a CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
strikingly unusual yet fitting **** Let others make the first gesture. They will have a strong idea
choice, and explores the power of what they want, and you can negotiate accordingly. Don't underes'of books and how words and timate the end results of having a long-overdue talk. A little anger
language can truly nourish the might break loose -- walk through it. Tonight: Relax.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
sour
10. "Heckedy Peg" by **** You could come off a bit more aggressive or assertive than
get into a
Audrey and Don Wood (Ages 4- you realize. Others might back away, as they don't want to
different
to
up
you
open
distract
and
could
you
Unexpected
news
tiff.
8.) "Filled with enriching illusto walk through a new door. Tonight: Accept
ready
Be
perspectives.
trations, this story tells of a
an invitation.
group of brothers and sisters VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
who are turned in to various *** Focus on what must be done, not what you want to do. You
types of food after being tricked could be so overwhelmed by another person's demanding nature that
by a witch named Heckedy Peg. you need to back off. You have a unique understanding with a roomWhen the mother returns home mate or family member. .Let it illuminate your day. Tonight: Relax
from the market with gifts for through exercise.
the children; she has to,rescue LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
them by guessing which type of **** You might be shocked or taken aback by what is happening
food matches each gift. The behind the scenes. Your vision of what might work could be very difchildren are each named after a ferent from a friend's or a key associate's. Why not try both, if possidifferent day of the week, pro- ble, to determine which way is best? Let your Creativity emerge.
viding an educational addition Tonight: Where you are there is fun.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
to this thoughtful tale."
**** Revisit various decisions. You might not be sure what is best
to do within your immediate circle. Be clear in a discussion about
what is happening on a personal level. Others become more indulgent with understanding.-Tonight: Loosen up.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You zero in on a conversation, knowing what your priorities
"Friends of LBL".
the are and which way to head. Though you are not always in control.
2008,
Since
Innovation you see the way. A loved one or close friend might cause some lastTogetherGreen
Catch up on
awarded minute flak as you head down a certain road. Tonight:
has
program
Grants
others' news.
over $4.7 million to more than CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
160 environmental projects *** You are a sign that is known to be fiscally sound, but you could
nationwide. The 2611 awardees go rogue when others least expect that type of response. Make sure
are receiving grants ranging this behavior is what you want and not a reaction to circumstances.
from $5,000 - $50,000. Funds Avoid getting into a hassle with someone in your day-to-day life.
were awarded to partnerships, Tonight: Your treat.
Audubon AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
between
mostly
groups (local Chapters or pro- **** The unexpected plays a key role within your natural framegrams of Audubon's large work. You see a new beginning, though the path might be a surprise
national network) and organiza- (even to you). A meeting or group of friends could be instrumental in
tions in their communities. This pointing out the way. Listen to suggestions rather than Judge them.
year's grant projects involve Tonight: As you like.
more than 150 partner organiza- PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Knowing when to pull back and what to do might not link up
tions nationwide. Many of the
immediately. There is reason to believe that one will cause the other
projects focus on engaging audito come forward. Detach and gain a perspective. Listen to all inforences that h`ave traditionally mation that comes in. Tonight Vanish while you can.
been under-served by the conservation movement, from urban BORN TODAY .
youth to rural ranchers.
Actress Kate Capshaw (1953), comedian Dennis Miller (1953),
For complete details about comedian Roseanne Barr (1952)
TogetherGreen
2011
the
Innovation Grants projects. visit Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquellnebigar.com.
www.togethergreen.org/grants. (c) 2011 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Grant allows groups to partner with MSU
partner with local organizations verting to renewables. They'll
Special to the Ledger
New York. N.Y. - A to test and implement creative discover how to conduct
Kentucky organization is the approaches to build healthier inquiry-based education with
recipient of $38,000 in communities and achieve signif- their students, in which kids
innovation icant conservation results. And identify an issue (high energy
TogetherGreen
funding,
provided as our alliance with Toyota use) and develop solutions to
Grants
through an alliance between -shows, when organizations work address it (efficiency measures.
National Audubon Society and together, we can exponentially behavior changes, and installation of renewable energy techmagnify our impact."
Toyota.
nologies). Ultimately. students
Innovation
$38,000
With
a
finanprovides
This program
cial support for projects that use Grant, Friends of Land Between will learn how to take action to
innovative approaches and tech- the Lakes (Friends of LBL) will reduce energy use at school, at
nologies to engage new and work with Murray State home and in the community.
"We are excited to partner
diverse audiences in conserva- University. the U.S. Forest
tion and tack% pressing conser- Service, and contractor Swift & with Murray State University's
Staley to train Kentucky teach- Center for Environmental
vation problems.
to work with their students to Education, the Forest Service at
ers
ingeunderestimate
"Never
nuity and innovation. The identify the best ways to save LBL and Swift & Staley to bring
approaches that will help us energy. learning science, critical this outstanding program to our
tackle the enormous environ- thinking and math skills along region. With Audubon and
mental challenges confronting the way. Teachers will have the Toyota's help through this grant.
us today are going to come from chance to \collaborate with a we will be able to introduce
unlikely and unpredictable panel of experts. including local educators to a new way to
places," said Audubon President architects, engineers, and build- teach and promote energy effi"Each ing supervisors, so that they can ciency in several school systems
Yarnold.
David
Innovation Grant project is an learn state-of-the-art methods in western Kentucky", stated
opportunity for Audubon to for reducing energy use and.con- John Rufli, executive director of
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Inspection meetings
held November 4 and
11 from 2-6PM at
Perry County
Community Building in
Linden, and on
November 5 and 12
from 2-6PM at the
Hampton Inn in Paris.
Woltz & Associates.
Inc Real Estate
Brokers & Auctioneers,
Roanoke, VA.
KY#72173, TL#2752.
Go to
wi.vw.wolt2.corn.755/ or
call 8p0-551-3588 for
more information.
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COMICS / FEATURES
Life of toil and thrifts is
teen's tough row to hoe

Murray Ledger & Times
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet's Division of Driver
Licenses unveiled the state *s new
digitized driver's licenses Dm ers
under 21 will have a vertical format license so police officers and
clerks will not have to search for
the driver's age
Recently. reported births include
a boy to Mr and 'Mrs Thomas
Douglas Miles. and a boy to Sir
and Mrs. Roger Dawson.
Dr. Lynwood Monte!! \Y IN bring
his vast collection of Kentucky
ghost tales to lite tonight. Thursday. at Murray State Um y orsity 's
Pogue Library.
The Murray State women's soy.eer team beat Tennessee -Martin
4-1 Wednesday to knock them out
of ttre-- -Ohm- - Vattcy- conterenee
Tournament.
Tenty years ago
Ilanou cen night %k as more trick
and treat, according to local Ni lo..
authorities, who said the holiday
was quieter than most.
The Kentucky Chamber ot Commerce named 75 eommundies.
including Murray. -certified cities'
and honored their economic des elopment efforts at an annual luncheon Thursday night in Louisville
Glendale Road Church ot Christ
vy ill • hase a yl revival starting
Sunday, Noy_ .3 and continuing
through Wednesday. Noy 6 Jerry
Bolls ot Murray will he song
leader tor each ot the tall re\ !sal
serN Ices

Thirty years ago
'Ierr V Bourland. a senior at
Calloway, County fligh School.
has been named the Lip Century
Ill Leader in a L'ompetiiion at the
hij.th school. aeiording to Jerry
Ainley. principal.
Election officials reported a slow
turnout at the polls early today
The Murray Lions Club Radio
Auction raised a record-breaking
573(K) in sales, Joe Rowland. auction chairman. said today.
Recently reported births include
a boy ro...;Vr..and Sirs Joe Carlisle.
a girl to Mr:and Mrs.\i illt,ini
A. Vance. and :a girl to D:11111
Burkeen and Charokne Burkeen

Ins War

The Murray Rotary Club installed
four new members Thursday. Jun
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By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday.. Noy 2.
the 10Oth day of 2011_ There are
59 days lett in the Year
-Today's Highlight in History
On NoY. 2, 1561. during the
War, President Abraliam Lincoln relieved Mai. Gen. John ('
Fremont of his command of the
Army's Department ot the Xkest
based iii St. Louis. lit!it mg Fremont'', unauthorized ettorts iii
emancipate slaY es in Missouri.
On this date:
In 1753. Gen_ George Washington issued his Fan:well Orders
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tainer, the little packets from fastmod restaurants like ketchup, butter, etc.. fit perfectly and don1t
scatter all over the drawer. -Annette S Salem, Ore.
DISHWASHER HINT
Dear lieloise: I thought everyone knew this hint until my daughter had a recent visit from her
mother-in-law. My daughter was
putting dishes in the dishwasher,
included measuring cups.
Her mother-in-law' said she never
had seen putting the hole of the
handle yyn the spokes on the top
rack Doing this, you will never
hate • to worry about. them turnmg titer and filling with water. - Minnie W., Frankston, Texas
When talking about dn.% in
Heloi.se Central. three out of fire
of tin oAmtions did not know that
vim were referring to the dry
measuring cup.% and not the lig(lid is
that is typically a clear
elicsx cup. NOW We all know' -Heloiw
FANCY BAKED POTATO
Dear IIeloise: Wink. at a
friend's. she served the most delicious baked potatoes. She stuffed
them w ith browned. chopped-up
hamburger meat and cheese. They
were fabulous! -- Laura from Texas

HeioLse
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Morse_
• pr) Hit'. 7950110
Sall Antonio, TX 75270-5000
Fax: 210-1ILLOISE
Fmail: Ileloisei an lieloise coin
FAST-FOOD CONDIMENTS
(c)2011 by King Features SynDear Heloise: 1 loon.' that it' dicate Inc.
I cut the f1111 oft a tigurt eon
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I have ally backfire and make your toda 2-year-old and a 4-year-old. The dler eat even less.
younger one barely'eats anything.
When your toddler says he's
and the older one is a picky eater done with his meal, let him get
who refuses to try new foods. down from the table. But don't offer
Please help!
'
his favorite treats to make up for
DEAR READER_ I can't tell
what he didn't eat of his meal.
you how many parents of young
Toddlers and preschoolers are
kids ask me
notoriously picky eaters. Introducabout
their ing new foods can be a particuchildren's eatlar challenge.
ing habits!
Try serving a very small porcom- tion of the new food next to
mon to notice something you know your toda decrease in
dler likes. Don't force your child
appetite startto try it and don't make an issue
ing around a out of it. Let your child see you
,hild's
first enjoying the new food. You may
a y . need to introduce a new food 10
Dr. Komaroff l'hat's because ...or more times before your, child
children start
will accept it Be patient but perBy
growing a litsistent.
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tle more slow My Harvard colleague, pediatric
Komaroff
Is. and there_
nutrition expert W. Allan Walker,
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by the end of the secund year, time and determining when they
kids are only four times as big
are full you are responsible for
as they were at birth choosing which foods your child
Kids know how much fuel they
eats and determining the environ'iced You don't need to count
ment in which food is eaten.
...alone. Your toddler has a good
If your picky eater starts to
sense ill his own energy needs
tall below the normal growth curve,
Sou may find that one day your that is reason for concern. But if
toddler eats more than you expect, your picky eater is still growing
while the nevi day he seems to
normally, and if the food he eats
eat ne‘t to nothing lie will eat
is healthy food, don't worry about
enough to keep himself healthy
his being picky. Toddler knows
anyl ay:nye Here s my ad\ cc
best_
PIM isle J varlet!, ot nutritious
tood chynees Then let your child
Dr. Komaroff is a physician
pitly and choose vt hat and host
and professor at Harsard Medmuch he wants to eat trom his ical -School. Go to his website
plate II he refuses to eat, that s to send questions and get addiOK - hell he hungcs for his tional
information:
nekt meal Of ‘11aldk
www.AskDoctorK.com.
DO11.1 let ytiur child fill up on
liquids. or he will ha\ e no appetite
COPYRIGHT 2011 THE
tor other foods A child needs PRESIDENT AND FELLOWS
only 10 to 16 ounees ot milk per OF HARVARD COLLEGE
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Guitar boosters
Tedious fellow
"Gay" city
Sheet stuff
Coral island
Skilled
"Losing My Religion" band
Violent weather
Violent weather
Method
Beatles drummer
Trendy
"All That Jazz" director
Purr producer
Florida city
Turf
Violent weather
Violent weather
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SPORT
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REMEDY
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Yesterday's answer
NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send S4 /5 check. m o Ito
lti0MaS Joseph Book 1 PO Box 5364/5 Orlando FL 32853-64/5
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Set off
Pirate's pals
On time.
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Do over
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LBL to offer special programs
Spocial to the Ledger
Throughout the month of November. LBL is
offering several special programs and activities.
Daily shows include Planetarium Shows at
Golden Pond Planetarium and
•"Far Out Space Places," daily at 1 p.m..
•"Two Small Pieces of Glass," daily at 3 p.m.
•"The Skies Above," daily at 10 a.m.
•"Journey to the Edge of Space & Time," daily
at 2 p.m.
•"Blown Away: Wild World of Weather." daily
at noon.
Saturday. Nov. 5,events include
• "Properly Dressed: 1850's Clothing" at the

Photo provided
The Kentucky State Police Academy presented diplomas to 60 new troopers at ceremonies
held recently in Frankfort.

You are invited to a

Fall Gospel Meeting

Sixty troopers graduate from
Kentucky State Police Academy
The
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Kentucky State Police Academy
presented diplomas to 60 new
troopers at ceremonies held
recently in Frankfort. Their
addition to the force brings the
agency's strength to a fiital of
914 troopers serving the citizens
of the Commonwealth.
Several members of.the class
earned special recognitions
including valedictorian Jody
Cash, of Murray, and salutatorian Michael Robichaud, of
Lexington.
"Kentuckians can go to bed at
night feeling safe and secure
because of our KSP,so it's critical that we maintain staffing
levels," said Gov. Steven
Beshear."This is the fourth year
in a row we've been able to pin
a new class of cadets out on our
roads. I'm proud of that. Despite
a horrible revenue situation. I've
made it clear we must protect
and preserve our highest priorities. and this is one of the highest."' •
Ifs always an exciting day
when
we graduate new
recruits," said Kentucky State
Police Commissioner Rodney
BreNker. "These 60 men .and
women have Worked hard for 23
weeks to earn the rank of trooper. They epitomize our agency
values of honor, professionalism
and service above self. I applaud
Gov. Beshear's support of our
agency for allowing us to continue the training process to provide the best protection for the
citizens of rural Kentucky."
The new troopers started a 23week!raining cycle on May. 22,
in a class that consisted of 81
Cadets. Ten failed initial physical testing during the first two
hours. Eleven more resigned
during the weeks. of Constant
mental and physical challenges
that followed.
The training included more
than 1,000 hours of classroom
and field study in subjects such

Homeplace,from 10 a.m. to noon
•"Fall Frolic!" at Nature Station, from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Visit the NS to enjoy a hay ride,explore
the changing colors during a guided hike, make a
nature craft and listetrto live music while celebrating the fall season,
Spiday. Nov.6,events include
• Fall Hayrides at the NS,from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
•"Let There Be Light," at the Homeplace,from
1-3 p.m.
•"Afternoon Safari" at the NS,at 3 p.m.
For more information on these -programs and
other upcoming events, visit www.lbl.org or call
(270)924-2000.

(11"

Williams Chapel
Church of Christ

as constitutional law, juvenile_ Robichaud, Lexington.
and traffic law, use of force,
POST .2. Madisonville: Joseph
weapons training, defensive tac- R. Bartolotti, Murray: Jonathan
tics, first aid, high speed vehicle
T. Carlock. Bowling Green:
pursuit, criminal investigation.
computer literacy, hostage nego- Nathan R. Craft. Hopkinsville:
tiations, evidence collection. and Curtis L. Crick, Greenville.
radio procedures. search and
The new troopers will be
seizure. crash investigation, supervised by a training officer
drug identification, traffic con- for six-to-eight . weeks after
trol, crowd control, armed robreporting to their post duty
bery response, land navigation.
electronic -crimes, sex crimes, assignments.
KSP is currently recruiting for
hate crimes, domestic violence,
bomb threats and hazardous a new cadet class to begin in the
materials.
fall of 2012. The final entrance
"Although our. attrition rate is exam for this Class Will be held
high for recruits, the end result
Saturday, Jan. 28, 2012 at KSP
is a highly skilled trooper that
joins an elite group of profes- headquarters._ 919 Versailles
sional Men and women that Road in Frankfort. The applicarivals any other agency in tion deadline for the test is
America.- Brewer noted.
Friday. Jan. 20, 2012.
Kenna Burton, of Stanton.
Applicants must be 21 years of
received the Ernie Bivens
age, a U.S. citizen, in good
Award, an honor presented to
the cadet who, in the opinion of health and possess a valid- dri'L.
the KSP Academy staff support- ,ver's license with no More than
ed by input from the cadets six driver demerit points.
themselves,shows distinction as Applicants must also possess a
class leader, strives for aca- minimum of 60 semester hours
demie excellence and has
L• or an associate's degree from an
• excelled in all phases of the
academy's physical and voca- accredited college or university
oi be . a high school graduate
tional training.
Devan'
Cleaver,.
of .with at least two years of either
'Elizabethtown. and Brodie active military duty or experiJodry. of Jefferson, received the
ence as a full-time, sworn law
Commissioner's Commitment
officer.
to Excellence Award, which is enforcement
Interested applicants should
presented. to the cadet who
demonstrates leadership, the visit the KSP.. Website at
desire to get the job done and www.kentuckystatepolice.org
the determination to be the best and
on
Career
click
every day.
Recruitment
Opportunities,
Tyrus Robinson, of Berea,
or
received the Overall Physical Home for more information
application.
download
an
to
Training Award.
The following is a list of the Anyone interested in obtaining
new troopers for Post 1 and Post more infOrmati,on after visiting
2 including their hometowns or the website can call 1-866-360residences:
3165 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
POST I. Mayfield: Jody W.
Monday through Friday.
(ET).
Cash, Murray; David K. Dick,
Mayfield; Brian D. Hill. or leave a message any other
Jamestown. and Michael R. time.

Sunday,Nov. 6th — Wednesday, Nov. 9th
SUNDAY: 9:00 a.m. Bible Class - Study of-Matthew Ch.2
10:00 a.m. Worship - The Sting of Sin
2:00 p.m. Worship - Parable of the Talents
MONDAY:7:00 p.m. — Faith to Get the Job Done
TUESDAY: 7:00 p.m. — What God Does While We Suffer
WEDNESDAY: 7:00 p.m. — Subjectivism in the Church

Victor Eskew,Speaker
Eastwood Church of Christ, Paris Tennessee
Williams Chapel is located 75 miles west of Murray in Lynn Grove
at 7793 State Route 94 West

Everyone Welcome!

scholarships in the MSU department of art and
design.
A silent auction and PrevieW of the work for sale
will begin at 7 p.m. Nov. 18. and the live auction
will start A*7:30 p.m. Refreshments will be
served. The community is invited to attend and
admission is free.
The Clara M Eagle Gallery is a dynamic exhibition space for visitors to learn about the history of
an and conteMporary new media. Gallery hours
for Eagle are Monday-Friday.8 a.m.-5 p.m.
For further information about the exhibitions on
view or the Annual Art Auction, contact Tina
McCalment, gallery director at 809-3052 or
msu.eaglegallery@murraystate.edu, or go online
at www.murraystate.edu/artgallery.
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Annual Art Auction to be held
Special to the Ledger
The Annual Art Auction to benefit art student
scholarship funding at Murray State University is
set for Riday. Nov. 18. The auction will be held in
the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery, located in the
CtOyle Fine Arts Center on campus.
Since 1994,-fhis event has featured artwork by
local professional artists, art faculty and talented
student artists. Held in time for the holidays, the
auction features the work of high-caliber artists at
affordable prices.
Anyone can become part of the tradition by taking advantage of this once-a-year opportunity to
make purchases they can feel good about. Money
raised provides the resources to bring visiting
artists to campus to work with students in classrooms and studios, and helps fund need-based
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PANDORA®

Arts
Classifi Comics...
Common'
Obituarie
Sports....

UNFORGETTABLE MOMENTS

BETTER BUILT GARAGES INC.
BETTER BUILT BUILDINGS
Mai 117

Family Owned & Operated Since 1987
Custom Built Garages & Post Frame Buildings

We Sell & Install Metal & Shingle Roofing

VW.

11117111"

E-Mail: betterbuilt@wk.net
Web: bbgarages.com

Free Gift With Purchase November 3rd-5th
Purchase $200 or more of PANDORA jewelry
and-receive your choice of either the Multi-Strand'
Bracelet Concept (a S115 retail, value) or Five-Clip
Bracelet Concept (a $95 retail value).*

7

65

*Goocl while supplies last, limit one per customer.
Charms shown on bracelets are sold separately.

FREE

Estimates
On Site Consultation
Written Warranty

Free- 888-852-3451
• Toll
Phone - 270-674-5530'Welber,
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Hours: Mon-Fri: 10am-5pm & Sat 10am-4pm
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